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Abstract. Given a finitely generated group G, we are interested in common geometric
properties of all graphs of faithful actions of G. In this article we focus on their growth.
We say that a group G has a Schreier growth gap fpnq if every faithful G-set X satisfies
volG,Xpnq ě fpnq, where volG,Xpnq is the growth of the action of G on X. Here we study
Schreier growth gaps for finitely generated solvable groups.

We prove that if a metabelian group G is either finitely presented or torsion-free, then
G has a Schreier growth gap n2, provided G is not virtually abelian. We also prove that if
G is a metabelian group of Krull dimension k, then G has a Schreier growth gap nk. For
instance the wreath product Cp oZd has a Schreier growth gap nd, and Z oZd has a Schreier
growth gap nd`1. These lower bounds are sharp. For solvable groups of finite Prüfer rank,
we establish a Schreier growth gap exppnq, provided G is not virtually nilpotent. This
covers all solvable groups that are linear over Q. Finally for a vast class of torsion-free
solvable groups, which includes solvable groups that are linear, we establish a Schreier
growth gap n2.

Introduction

Let G “ xSy be a finitely generated group. We are interested in the growth of faithful
actions of G. A set X endowed with a G-action will be called a G-set. The Schreier graph
of the action of G on X is the graph ΓpG,Xq with vertex set X, and edges px, sxq for all
x P X and s P S. The terminology Schreier graph is usually used for transitive actions, but
in the present setting we do not require that actions are transitive (see e.g. Remark 1.2).
The growth of the action of G on X is defined by

volG,Xpnq “ max
xPX

|Sn ¨ x|.

In other words, volG,Xpnq is the maximal cardinality of a ball of radius n in ΓpG,Xq.
Given functions f, g : N Ñ N, we write fpnq ď gpnq if there is a constant C ą 0 such that
fpnq ď CgpCnq, and fpnq » gpnq if fpnq ď gpnq and gpnq ď fpnq. The function volG,Xpnq
does not depend on the choice of S up to ».

For the action of G on itself by left translations, the function volG,Xpnq is the classical
growth of the group G, which we denote by volGpnq “ |S

n|. The latter is one of the most
widely studied asymptotic invariants of groups, after the results of Milnor [Mil68], Wolf
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[Wol68], Gromov [Gro81], Grigorchuk [Gri84] and many other developments. By contrast,
few general results are available on growth of actions.

It is clear that for every G-set X we have volG,Xpnq ď volGpnq, but various groups
admit faithful actions for which the function volG,Xpnq is much smaller. Classical instances
of groups having natural actions with volG,Xpnq » n are B.H. Neumann’s examples of
continuously many non-isomorphic finitely generated groups [Neu37], the Grigorchuk group
[BG00], or the topological full group of a Z-action on the Cantor space. Moreover actions
of linear growth, and more generally the analysis of graphs of actions, played a crucial
role in the recent developments on topological full groups and other related groups, see
[JM13, Nek19, Nek18] and the recent preprint [BNZ22]. Other examples of groups admitting
faithful actions of linear growth are non-abelian free groups (an observation that can be
attributed to Schreier [Sch27]), and all right-angled Artin groups (and hence all their infinite
subgroups) [Sal21].

Conversely, it is natural to ask whether there are obstructions to the existence of actions
of small growth. We introduce the following definition:

Definition 1. Let f : NÑ R`. A finitely generated group G has a Schreier growth gap
fpnq if every faithful G-set X satisfies volG,Xpnq ě fpnq.

For every infinite group G we always have volG,Xpnq ě n for every faithful G-set X.
Hence we are interested in Schreier growth gaps fpnq where the function f is super-linear,
meaning that fpnq{n is unbounded. The word “gap” implicitly refers to that situation.

Every infinite group G with Kazhdan property (T) has a Schreier growth gap exppnq.
This is a standard consequence of the fact that for every G-set X the unitary representation
of G on `2pXq has a spectral gap. This remark can be traced back to Kazhdan, and is
pointed out by Gromov in [Gro93, Remark 0.5.F] (see also [Stu92, Th. B], and [JdlS15,
§4] for a statement that does not assume transitivity of actions, and also [Cor15, §7]). In
a different direction, Schreier growth gaps were established in [MB18] and [LBMB20a],
respectively in the setting of topological full groups of étale groupoids and of branch groups
acting on rooted trees.

Given the above manifestations of this phenomenon, we want to initiate a systematic
study of Schreier growth gaps for finitely generated groups. The purpose of this article is
to establish various Schreier growth gaps among finitely generated solvable groups. Beyond
the fact that the role played by solvable groups in the classical theory of growth of groups
suggests to consider this setting, it is natural here to consider “small” groups G, in view of
the fact that if a group G has a Schreier growth gap fpnq, then the same is true for any
group having G as a subgroup.

The method: non-foldable subsets and confined subgroups. Before discussing our
main results, we outline our approach to study Schreier growth gaps. It is based on the
following notion of independent interest.

Definition 2. A subset L of a group G is non-foldable if for every faithful G-set X, for
every finite subset Σ Ă L there exists x P X such that the orbital map g ÞÑ gx is injective
on Σ.
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Roughly speaking, a subset L is non-foldable if for every faithful G-set X, the graph
ΓpG,Xq contains Lipschitz embedded copies of arbitrarily large finite subsets of L. In terms
of growth, this implies that volG,Xpnq must be at least equal to the maximal cardinality of
a ball of radius n in L, where L is equipped with the induced metric from G. Our method
to establish Schreier growth gaps consists in exhibiting non-foldable subsets that are as
large as possible. Non-foldable subsets provide information on the geometry of the graphs
ΓpG,Xq beyond the notion of growth. For example they also provide lower bounds for their
asymptotic dimension. As the growth, the asymptotic dimension of the graph ΓpG,Xq is
an invariant of the action of G on X, that is monotone when passing to a finitely generated
subgroup. The non-foldable subsets that we exhibit are natural and explicit, so that our
results also provide computable lower bounds for the asymptotic dimension of ΓpG,Xq.

The study of non-foldable subsets of a group G is crucially related to the study of closed
G-invariant subsets for the conjugation action of G on the space SubpGq of subgroups of
G. The latter is a compact space with the topology induced from the set 2G of all subsets
of G. Recall that a subgroup of H of a group G is confined if the closure of the G-orbit
of H in SubpGq does not contain the trivial subgroup t1u. Equivalently, H is confined if
there is a finite set P of non-trivial elements of G which intersects all conjugates of H.
Confined subgroups are natural generalisations of uniformly recurrent subgroups (URSs)
of Glasner and Weiss [GW15]. Confined subgroups and URSs were studied and found
applications recently in [Ken20, LBMB18, Ele18, MBT20, LB21, MB18, Fra20, LBMB20a,
LBMB20b, CLB20, BH21]. A common point in [LBMB18, MB18, LBMB20a] is a complete
classification, or a strong structural result, of confined subgroups and URSs for certain
families of groups defined by an action by homeomorphisms. This global rigidity behaviour
for confined subgroups and URSs leads to Schreier growth gaps [MB18, LBMB20a]. A
major difference in the present article is that solvable groups may admit a large pool of
confined subgroups and URSs. This was already illustrated by Glasner–Weiss [GW15]. In
our present setting it is essential to first guess what will be the relevant non-foldable subsets
L, which has the consequence of restricting the confined subgroups that need to be studied.

We shall now state our results. For simplicity here we state the conclusions that we draw
about Schreier growth gaps, and refer the reader to the core of the article for statements
about non-foldable subsets.

Polycyclic groups. At this point it is worth mentioning that if G is an infinite virtually
abelian group, then G always admits a faithful G-set with linear growth (Proposition 3.2),
and thus does not satisfy any Schreier growth gap. Thus virtually abelian groups should
be considered as trivial for the problem considered in this paper, and shall systematically
be excluded.

The following proposition treats the case of polycyclic groups.

Proposition (Proposition 3.8 and Corollary 3.9). Let G be a polycyclic group.
i) If G is not virtually nilpotent, then G has a Schreier growth gap exppnq.
ii) If G is virtually nilpotent and not virtually abelian, then G has a Schreier growth

gap n4.
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The proof of this result is elementary. Recall that polycyclic groups are the solvable
groups that have all their subgroups finitely generated. This property notably implies that
the space SubpGq of subgroups of G is a countable compact space. Simple compactness
considerations then allow to reduce the understanding of the growth of actions of nilpotent
and polycyclic groups to the classical results on the growth of these groups. We refer to
Section 3 for details. Here we shall point out that this approach has limited scope, and
does not generalize to other solvable groups.

Metabelian groups. The next step to consider is the case of metabelian groups. Even for
these groups, the situation becomes much more diversified compared to the polycyclic case.
One major difference is that there are groups of exponential growth which admit faithful
actions of linear growth. The archetype of such an example is the lamplighter group Cp oZ,
where Cp is the cyclic group of order p. (In fact the lamplighter group admits action of
almost arbitrarily prescribed growth, see §2.2). Hence there is no Schreier growth gap that
is uniform for all (non-virtually abelian) metabelian groups, unlike in the polycyclic case.
Nevertheless we prove that such uniform gaps do hold in the following two situations:

Theorem A. Let G be a finitely generated metabelian group that is not virtually abelian.
Suppose that G satisfies at least one of the following:

i) G is finitely presented;
ii) G is torsion-free.

Then G has a Schreier growth gap n2.

We note that the quadratic bound is optimal both in the finitely presented case and in the
torsion-free case, as it is realized respectively by Baumslag’s finitely presented metabelian
groups (§2.1.2) and by the wreath product Z o Z (see below).

Beyond the classical lamplighter group, every wreath product G “ A o B of two finitely
generated abelian groups admits faithful actions of polynomial growth. A natural example is
the action of G on the Cartesian product X “ BˆA called the standard wreath product
action (whose definition is recalled in §2.1.1). With natural choices of generators, the graph
of this action is obtained by taking a copy of the Cayley graph of A and attaching to each
vertex a copy of the Cayley graph of B. When A “ B “ Z this graph is a comb (Figure
1). The growth of the standard action of A o B is equivalent to the growth of the abelian
group BˆA. So for the lamplighter group G “ Cp oZd, the standard wreath product action
satisfies volG,Xpnq » nd, while for G “ Z o Zd we have volG,Xpnq » nd`1.

The next result states that for these groups the growth of the standard action of G is
the minimal possible growth of all faithful G-actions:

Theorem (Theorem 6.14). For every d ě 1, the following hold:
i) The group Cp o Zd has a Schreier growth gap nd.
ii) The group Z o Zd has a Schreier growth gap nd`1.

This result is a simple illustration of a more general theorem about metabelian groups,
in which we obtain a Schreier growth gap in terms of an algebraic invariant called the
Krull dimension. Let G be a finitely generated metabelian group. Recall that whenever
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1 Ñ M Ñ G Ñ Q Ñ 1 is a short exact sequence such that M and Q are abelian, M can
be seen as a finitely generated module over the group ring ZQ. This point of view plays a
crucial role in the study of metabelian groups since the seminal work of Hall [Hal54]. The
Krull dimension of the ZQ-module M does not depend on pM,Qq provided that G is not
virtually abelian (see §6.3). This positive integer is called the Krull dimension of G,
and was introduced by Cornulier. It implicitly appears in [Cor11]. This notion was further
studied by Jacoboni, who established estimates for the return probability for the random
walk on a metabelian group G in terms of the Krull dimension of G [Jac19].

The following result relates the Krull dimension of a metabelian group to the possible
growth of all its faithful actions:

Theorem B. Let G be a finitely generated metabelian group which is not virtually abelian,
and let k “ dimKrullpGq. Then G has a Schreier growth gap nk.

We have dimKrullpCp o Zdq “ d and dimKrullpZ o Zdq “ d ` 1, so the above statement
for wreath products follows from Theorem B. As another example, for the free metabelian
group FMd on d generators, we obtain a Schreier growth gap nd`1. This estimate is sharp,
in the sense that there is an action realizing the lower bound. The case of FMd turns out to
be very particular among free solvable groups, as for the free solvable group FSd,` of rank
d and solvability length ` ě 3, we prove a Schreier growth gap exppnq (Theorem 7.22).

The main tool in the proof of the above results is Theorem 6.10 below, which can be
described as our main result on metabelian groups. Given a finitely generated group in a
short exact sequence 1 ÑM Ñ GÑ QÑ 1 whereM,Q are abelian, Theorem 6.10 provides
a criterion which guarantees that G has a Schreier growth gap nd, where the exponent d
depends on the ZQ-module M . Beyond wreath products and free metabelian groups, this
estimate is sharp for other interesting families of metabelian groups. We illustrate this in
§6.2 with Baumslag’s finitely presented metabelian groups [Bau72]. In this case the lower
bound provided by Theorem 6.10 is quadratic. Here we mention that these groups have
Krull dimension one, so that there are examples for which Theorem 6.10 provides a better
bound than Theorem B.

Solvable groups. We now discuss solvable groups of higher length. A prominent class of
finitely generated solvable groups is the class of groups of finite Prüfer rank. Recall that
a group G has finite Prüfer rank if there exists k P N such that every finitely generated
subgroup of G is generated by at most k elements (the rank of G is then the least k
with this property). In the sequel we abbreviate finite Prüfer rank by finite rank. The
class of solvable groups of finite rank contains polycyclic groups, but it is much richer.
Basic examples of groups of finite rank that are not polycyclic are the Baumslag-Solitar
groups BSp1, nq. Every finitely generated solvable group that is linear over Q has finite
rank. Examples of groups that are not of finite rank are wreath products A oB where A is
non-trivial and B is infinite. The class of finitely generated solvable groups of finite rank
admits several algebraic characterisations: it coincides with the minimax groups [LR04,
Ch. 5], and by a theorem of P. Kropholler it also coincides with those solvable groups that
do not admit a lamplighter group Cp o Z as a subquotient [Kro84]. On a more geometric
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perspective, finite rank solvable groups have been studied by Pittet–Saloff-Coste in [PSC03]
and Cornulier–Tessera in [CT20]. The following result asserts that these groups satisfy the
strongest possible Schreier growth gap.

Theorem C. Let G be a finitely generated solvable group of finite rank, and assume that
G is not virtually nilpotent. Then G has a Schreier growth gap exppnq.

So this result extends the previously mentioned result for polycyclic groups to finite rank
solvable groups. However we point out that the proof here is substantially more involved
than in the polycyclic case. First we reduce the general case to the case of torsion-free finite
rank solvable groups. Such a group is linear over Q, and its nilpotent radical is subject
to Malcev theory on torsion-free divisible nilpotent groups. We deduce Theorem C from a
general result on groups that are extensions 1 Ñ N Ñ GÑ QÑ 1 where N is a nilpotent
group of finite rank and the action of Q on NabbQ satisfies a certain irreducibility condition
(Theorem 4.9), together with a result of independent interest which asserts that finite rank
solvable groups always contain subgroups of a particular form, to which the previous result
applies (Proposition 4.13).

The last problem that we discuss is whether the quadratic Schreier growth gap for torsion-
free metabelian groups from Theorem A extends to torsion-free solvable groups. We con-
jecture that this is the case:

Conjecture 1. Let G be a finitely generated solvable group which is virtually torsion-free,
and not virtually abelian. Then G has a Schreier growth gap n2.

We prove that the conjecture is true in many situations, which cover all familiar classes of
torsion-free solvable groups. The first observation to make is that Theorem A immediately
implies that if a torsion-free group G contains a finitely generated metabelian subgroup
which is not virtually abelian, then G has a Schreier growth gap n2. Classical arguments
imply that this situation covers all groups which are virtually nilpotent-by-abelian. By a
theorem of Malcev, this includes all solvable linear groups (i.e. isomorphic to a subgroup of
GLpn,Kq, where K is a field). Hence the conjecture is true for these groups:

Corollary (Corollary 7.4). Let G be a finitely generated solvable linear group which is
virtually torsion-free. If G is not virtually abelian, then G has a Schreier growth gap n2.

The next result proves the conjecture under a reinforcement of the torsion-free assump-
tion on G. Note that if a group G admits a series t1u “ N0EN1E ¨ ¨ ¨ENk “ G such that
the successive quotients Ni`1{Ni are torsion-free, then G is torsion-free. We refer to §7.3
for the definition of the Fitting series.

Theorem (Theorem 7.9). Suppose that G is a finitely generated solvable group such that
the successive quotients in the Fitting series of G are torsion-free, and G is not virtually
abelian. Then G has a Schreier growth gap n2.

The proof of that result does not only rely on the case of metabelian groups. It involves
a rather technical mechanism that allows in some cases to lift the desired conclusion from
a quotient to the ambient group (see §7.2 and §7.3).
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While the above results establish the conjecture under additional assumptions on G, it is
also natural to add assumptions on the actions. The following result asserts that Conjecture
1 is true if we restrict to transitive actions, or more generally to actions with finitely many
orbits.

Theorem (Theorem 7.14). Let G be a finitely generated solvable group which is virtually
torsion-free and not virtually abelian. Let X be a faithful G-set such that the action of G
on X has finitely many orbits. Then volG,Xpnq ě n2.

Applications: subgroups of topological full groups. We end this introduction by
mentioning that Schreier growth gaps provide a natural quantitative obstruction to the
existence of embeddings between groups. Explicitly, if a group L is known to admit a
faithful action of growth gpnq and if a group G has a Schreier growth gap fpnq with
fpnq ę gpnq, then G cannot embed into L (see Proposition 1.6). Interesting examples
of groups L that naturally come with an action of possibly small growth are topological
full groups of group actions on the Cantor set. The subgroup structure of such groups is
in general quite mysterious. Our results can be immediately applied to obtain restrictions
on the solvable subgroups of various topological full groups. As an illustration, we state
here one example of such an application. Recall that Matui showed that for every minimal
Z-action on the Cantor set which is not an odometer, the topological full group contains
the lamplighter group C2 o Z [Mat13]. By contrast, our result on Schreier growth gaps of
wreath products has the following consequence:

Corollary (see §8.2.1). Let d ě 1 and let A be a non-trivial finitely generated abelian
group. If the wreath product A o Zd embeds into the topological full group of a Z-action on
the Cantor set, then A is finite and d “ 1.

The fact that the group Cp oZ2 does not embed into the topological full group of the full
shift over Z was conjectured in [Sal21]. We refer to §8.2 for additional applications of our
results in this setting (notably Corollary 8.5).

Guidelines. Sections 4–6–7 are the core of the article, and our main results stated in this
introduction are proven there.
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1. Preliminaries

1.1. Notation. Let G be a group. We denote by Gpiq the derived series of G, defined
inductively by Gp1q “ G1 “ rG,Gs and Gpi`1q “ rGpiq, Gpiqs. The abelianization G{G1

is denoted Gab. The lower central series of G is denoted by γipGq. So γ1pGq “ G and
γi`1pGq “ rγipGq, Gs for all i ě 1. The upper central series is denoted ZipGq, with the
convention Z1pGq “ ZpGq and Zi`1pGq{ZipGq “ ZpG{ZipGqq for all i.

The Fitting subgroup is denoted FitpGq. It is the subgroup generated by all nilpotent
normal subgroups of G. The FC-center FCpGq is the subgroup of G consisting of elements
with a finite conjugacy class.

The set of elements of finite order in a group G will be denoted T pGq. Recall that when
G is nilpotent, T pGq is a subgroup of G, which is finite if G is finitely generated.

Recall that a set X on which G acts is called a G-set. All G-sets are supposed to be
non-empty. We say that X is faithful, or transitive, whenever the action of G on X has
this property.

For f, g, : N Ñ N, we write f ď g if there exists a constant C ą 0 such that fpnq ď
CgpCnq for sufficiently large n. If f ď g and g ď f , we write f » g.

Notation 1.1. Let G be a group with an abelian normal subgroup M . Since M acts
trivially by conjugation on itself, the conjugation action of G on M factors through Q “

G{M , so that M naturally has the structure of a ZQ-module. When adopting this point
of view, we will use additive notation for M , and the notation qm for q P Q and m P M
will be used for the module operation of q on m.

1.2. Graphs of actions. Let G be a finitely generated group, and fix a finite symmetric
generating subset S. If X is a G-set, we denote by ΓpG,Xq the graph whose vertex set
is X, and for every x P X and s P S there is an edge connecting x to sx. The graph
ΓpG,Xq is called the Schreier graph of the action of G on X. Note that ΓpG,Xq is not
connected in general: its connected components are the G-orbits in X. We intentionally
omit S in the notation, as we will only be interested in properties of these graphs that do
not depend on the choice of S. We consider the simplicial distance d on ΓpG,Xq, where
dpx, yq is defined as the length of the shortest path from x to y (ignoring orientation of
edges), with the convention that dpx, yq “ `8 if x, y lie in different connected components.
Distinct generating subsets yield bi-Lipschitz equivalent metrics.

Remark 1.2. An extreme case that is covered by our setting is the case where all G-orbits
in X are finite, so that ΓpG,Xq is the disjoint union of finite graphs. This corresponds to
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G-actions that are given by a family of finite index subgroups pGiq of G, where G acts on
the union of coset spaces G{Gi. Note that this action is faithful if and only if there is no
non-trivial normal subgroup of G contained in

Ş

iGi.

1.3. Growth of actions. Let pX, dq be a metric space (where we allow the distance d to
take the value `8). We denote by Bxpnq the ball of radius n around a point x P X. We
say that pX, dq is uniformly locally finite if for every n we have supxPX |Bxpnq| ă 8.
For example, any graph of bounded degree is uniformly locally finite. If pX, dq is uniformly
locally finite, we denote volXpnq “ supxPX |Bxpnq|. This function is invariant under the
equivalence relation » if one replaces d by a quasi-isometric metric.

In the sequel G is a finitely generated group, and S a finite symmetric generating set.
Let dS be the associated right-invariant word metric on G. Recall that the growth of G is
denoted volGpnq “ |S

n|.

Notation 1.3. For a subset L of G, we write fpG,Lq :“ volpL,dS |Lq.

Remark 1.4. If L “ H is a subgroup of G, then for every n all balls Bhpnq are isometric since
H acts transitively on itself by right translations. Hence in this case fpG,Hqpnq “ |HXBepnq|
is the classical relative growth of H in G.

Definition 1.5. The growth of the action ofG on aG-setX is volG,Xpnq “ volpΓpG,Xq,dqpnq.

Equivalently,
volG,Xpnq “ max

xPX
|Sn ¨ x|.

Since distinct generating subsets of G yield bi-Lipschitz equivalent metrics on ΓpG,Xq,
volG,Xpnq does not depend on S up to the equivalence relation ».

The following proposition establishes basic properties of growth of actions. The proof is
straightforward, and we omit it.

Proposition 1.6 (Monotonicity). Let G be a finitely generated group, and X,Y G-sets.
i) If H is a finitely generated subgroup of G, then volH,Xpnq ď volG,Xpnq.
ii) If there is a surjective G-equivariant map X Ñ Y , then volG,Xpnq ě volG,Y pnq.
iii) If there is a G-equivariant map X Ñ Y whose fibers have uniformly bounded

cardinality, then volG,Xpnq ď volG,Y pnq. In particular if there is an injective G-
equivariant map X Ñ Y , then volG,Xpnq ď volG,Y pnq.

The next lemma relates the growth of actions of a group and of its finite index subgroups.
Recall that when H is a subgroup of G, then to every H-set X one can associate a G-set,
called the induced G-set. IndGHpXq is defined by IndGHpXq :“ pG ˆ Xq{H, where the
quotient is taken with respect to the diagonal action h ¨ pg, xq “ pgh´1, hxq. The action of
G on GˆX given by g1 ¨ pg2, xq “ pg1g2, xq descends to an action on IndGHpXq.

Proposition 1.7. Let G be a group and H be a subgroup of finite index in G. Then for
every G-set X we have volG,Xpnq » volH,Xpnq. Conversely for every H-set X, the induced
G-set Y :“ IndGHpXq satisfies volG,Y pnq » volH,Xpnq.
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Proof. The first claim is straightforward, and we only justify the second claim. Let N be
the intersections of all conjugates of H, which is normal and of finite index in G. Set set
Y :“ IndGHpXq and consider the natural G-equivariant projection p : Y Ñ G{H. Since N
acts trivially on G{H, it preserves each fiber of the map p. The fiber p´1pHq is naturally a
copy of X, and the action of N on it coincides with the action obtained by restricting the
H-action, so that by the first claim we have volN,p´1pHqpnq » volH,Xpnq. If gH is another
H-coset, the map x ÞÑ gx induces an identification of p´1pHq to p´1pgHq which is N -
equivariant up to the automorphism of N induced by conjugation by G, so that we also have
volN,p´1pgHqpnq » volH,Xpnq. Since Y is the disjoint union of the finitely many fibers of the
map p, we obtain (using the first claim again) that volG,Y pnq » volN,Y pnq » volH,Xpnq. �

1.4. Confined of subgroups. We denote by SubpGq the space of subgroups of G, endowed
with the topology inherited from t0, 1uG. The following simple lemma shows that the growth
of actions is well-behaved with respect to the topology on SubpGq.

Lemma 1.8. Let X be a G-set, and let

SpXq “ tGx : x P Xu Ď SubpGq.

Then for every H P SpXq, we have volG,G{Hpnq ď volG,Xpnq.

Proof. Let H P SpXq and let pxkq a sequence of points such that pGxkq converges to H
in SubpGq. For every coset gH P G{H and every n, there exists k0 such that for every
k ě k0 the ball of radius n centered at gH in the graph ΓpG,G{Hq is isomorphic to the
ball of radius n centered at xk in ΓpG,Xq. Thus its cardinality does not exceed volG,Xpnq,
showing that volG,G{Hpnq ď volG,Xpnq. �

As a consequence of Lemma 1.8, if the trivial subgroup t1u belongs to the closure of the
stabilisers tGx, x P Xu, then volGpnq ď volG,Xpnq and thus volG,Xpnq » volGpnq.

Recall that a subgroup H of G is confined if the closure of the G-conjugacy class of
H in SubpGq does not contain the trivial subgroup t1u. Explicitly, this means that there
exists a finite subset P of G consisting of non-trivial elements such that gHg´1 X P ‰ H
for all g P G. We will consider more generally the case where we only take into account the
conjugation action of a given subgroup L of G:

Definition 1.9. Let G be a group, L a subgroup of G. A subgroup H of G is confined
by L if the closure of the L-conjugacy class of H in SubpGq does not contain the trivial
subgroup. Equivalently, if there exists a finite subset P Ă Gz t1u such that gHg´1XP ‰ H
for all g P L. We say that such a subset P is confining for pH,Lq.

Notation 1.10. We denote by SGpP,Lq Ă SubpGq the set of subgroups H of G such that
P is confining for pH,Lq.

1.5. Non-foldable subsets. We now introduce the notion of non-foldable subset of a
group G. The motivation is that non-foldable subsets provide geometric information on
the graphs of actions of G. In particular they provide lower bounds for certain asymptotic
invariants of these graphs: see Lemma 1.13 and Proposition 1.23.
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Definition 1.11. Let G be a group and L a subset of G.
i) Let X be a G-set. We say that L is non-folded in X if for every finite subset Σ

of L, there exists x P X such that the map Σ Ñ X, g ÞÑ gx, is injective.
ii) We say that L is non-foldable if L is non-folded in X for every faithful G-set X.

The following lemma reformulates the condition that a given subset of G is non-foldable
in terms of confined of subgroups.

Lemma 1.12 (Non-foldable subsets and confined subgroups). Let G be a group, and L be
a subset of G. The following are equivalent:

(i) L is a non-foldable subset of G.
(ii) for every finite subset Σ Ă L, we have

č

HPSGpP,Gq

H ‰ t1u,

where P “ tg´1h : g, h P Σ, g ‰ hu.

Proof. Assume that (ii) holds, and let X be a faithful G-set. Assume by contradiction that
(i) does not hold. Let Σ Ă L be a subset such that for every x P X, the map g ÞÑ gx is not
injective on Σ, and let P be the corresponding set of differences as in the statement. Then
Gx X P ‰ ∅ for every x P X, and thus Gx P SGpP,Gq for every x. Hence XxGx contains
Ş

SGpP,Gq
H, and is therefore non-trivial. This contradicts the fact that X is faithful.

Assume now that (i) holds. Fix a finite subset Σ Ă L and consider the G-set X :“
\HPSGpP,GqG{H, for the subset P associated to Σ. By construction every point of X is
fixed by an element of P , so that no orbital map can be injective in restriction to Σ. If the
action of G on X was faithful then by the assumption (i) we would have a contradiction. So
X cannot be faithful, and since the kernel is precisely

Ş

SGpP,Gq
H, condition (ii) holds. �

Lemma 1.13. Let G be a group, and X a G-set. If L is non-folded in X, then volG,Xpnq ě

fpG,Lqpnq.

Proof. Let S be a symmetric generating subset of G. For n ě 1, let gn be an element of G
such that |Bgnpnq XL| “ fpG,Lqpnq. We apply the defining condition of L being non-folded
in X to the finite subset Σ “ BgnpnqXL. We obtain xn P X such that Σ Ñ X, g ÞÑ gxn, is
injective. If we write yn “ gnxn, this implies that |Snyn| ě |Σ|. But by definition we have
volG,Xpnq ě |S

nyn|, so volG,Xpnq ě |Σ| “ fpG,Lqpnq. �

Example 1.14. An infinite cyclic subgroup C is always a non-foldable subset of G. In
particular for a finitely generated group G, the existence of a distorted cyclic subgroup C
provides a non-trivial Schreier growth gap fpG,Cqpnq.

1.6. Non-foldable k-tuples. In Section 6 we will exhibit non-foldable subsets of a par-
ticular form in metabelian groups. To this end, we introduce the following convenient
terminology.

Definition 1.15. Let G be a group, k ě 1 and pg1, . . . , gkq P G
k.
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i) Let X be a G-set. We say that pg1, . . . , gkq is non-folded in X if for all n ě 1,
there exists xn P X such that

r´n, nsk Ñ X, pn1, . . . , nkq ÞÑ gnkk . . . gn1
1 pxnq,

is injective.
ii) We say that pg1, . . . , gkq is non-foldable if pg1, . . . , gkq is non-folded in X for every

faithful G-set X.

The following is a reformulation of the definition:

Lemma 1.16. Let X be a G-set. A k-tuple pg1, . . . , gkq is non-folded in X if and only if
the following two conditions hold:

‚ the map ϕ : Zk Ñ G, pn1, . . . , nkq ÞÑ gnkk . . . gn1
1 , is injective;

‚ the image of ϕ is non-folded in X.
In particular if pg1, . . . , gkq is non-folded in X then g1, . . . , gk all have infinite order.

In particular in this setting Lemma 1.13 reads as follows:

Lemma 1.17. Let G be a group, and X a G-set. If a k-tuple pg1, . . . , gkq is non-folded in
X then volG,Xpnq ě nk.

Proof. Consider the map ϕ : Zk Ñ G, pn1, . . . , nkq ÞÑ gnkk . . . gn1
1 , and denote by L its

image. Since ϕ is injective, we have fpG,Lqpnq ě nk. And since L is non-folded in X the
statement follows from Lemma 1.13. �

1.7. Asymptotic dimension of graphs of actions. Another geometric invariant as-
sociated to graphs of actions of a finitely generated group is the asymptotic dimension,
introduced by Gromov [Gro93]. Let us recall its definition and some basic properties, in
analogy with the previous discussion on growth from §1.3 and §1.5. For more information
we refer to the survey [BD08].

Definition 1.18. Let pX, dq be a metric space, and n ě 0. We say that space pX, dq has
asymptotic dimension at most n if for every R ą 0 there exists a cover U of X consisting
of subsets of uniformly bounded diameter such that every R-ball in X intersects at most
n ` 1 sets in U . The asymptotic dimension asdimpX, dq of X is the smallest n P N Y t8u
such that pX, dq has asymptotic dimension at most n.

The following lemma follows easily from the definition of asymptotic dimension, see the
argument in [BST12, §6] (or the proof of [MB18, Proposition 2.5] for more details).

Lemma 1.19. Let pΓ, dΓq and p∆, d∆q be uniformly locally finite metric spaces. Assume
that there exist C,D ą 0 such that for every R ą 0 and x P Γ there exists a C-Lipschitz
map f : Bpx,Rq Ñ ∆ such that |f´1pyq| ď D for every y P ∆. Then asdimpΓq ď asdimp∆q.

Definition 1.20. Let G be a finitely generated group, and X a G-set. The asymptotic
dimension of the G-set X is asdimpG,Xq “ asdimpΓpG,Xqq.
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Note that asdimpG,Xq does not depend on the generating subset S used to define the
graph ΓpG,Xq, since asymptotic dimension is a quasi-isometry invariant [BD08, Prop. 22].

The following lemma is a straightforward consequence of Lemma 1.19.

Lemma 1.21. Let G be a finitely generated group and X be a G-set. Then for every finitely
generated subgroup H of G we have asdimpH,Xq ď asdimpG,Xq.

The following lemma is proven analogously to Proposition 1.7, using Lemma 1.19 and
the invariance of asymptotic dimension up to quasi-isometry.

Lemma 1.22. Let G be a finitely generated group and H be a subgroup of finite index of
G. Then for every faithful G-set X we have asdimpG,Xq “ asdimpH,Xq. Conversely for
every H-set X, the induced G-set Y :“ IndGHpXq satisfies asdimpG, Y q “ asdimpH,Xq.

Lemma 1.19 has the following immediate consequence concerning non-foldable subsets.

Proposition 1.23. Let G be a finitely generated group, and L a non-foldable subset of G.
Then for every faithful G-set X we have asdimpG,Xq ě asdimpLq, where L is seen as a
metric space endowed with the restriction to L of a word metric on G.

2. Motivating and limiting examples

In this section we give some examples of group actions which add context to the main
results of the article.

2.1. Some actions of small growth. The point of this paragraph is to recall some exam-
ples of finitely generated solvable groups of exponential growth that admit natural actions
with small growth, such as the wreath products Cp oZd or Z oZd, and Baumslag metabelian
groups.

2.1.1. Wreath product actions. Consider a wreath product G “ A o B of two groups A,B.
Recall thatG is the semi-direct product‘BA¸B, where ‘BA is the set of finitely supported
functions B Ñ A, and B acts on ‘BA by b¨ϕ : b1 ÞÑ ϕpb´1b1q. The group G naturally comes
with an action on the set B ˆ A, called the standard wreath product action, defined
by pϕ, bq ¨ pb0, a0q “ pbb0, ϕpbb0qa0q. In the sequel we denote by Xst the G-set Xst “ BˆA.

If S1, S2 are finite generating subsets of A,B respectively, then S “ S1YS2 is a generating
subset of G. Here and throughout the paper, we implicitly view S1 and S2 a subsets of G
by identifying A and B with their natural copies inside G, where the copy of A consists
of elements in ‘BA that are trivial everywhere except at the identity position. The edges
in the graph ΓpG,Xstq are defined by saying that there is an edge between p1B, aq and
p1B, s1aq for every a P A and s1 P S1, and between pb, aq and ps2b, aq for every b P B, a P A
and s2 P S2. Equivalently, the graph ΓpG,Xstq is obtained by taking a copy of the Cayley
graph of A and attaching to each vertex a copy of the Cayley graph of B. For instance
when A is finite, ΓpG,Xstq is just the union of k “ |A| copies of the Cayley graph of B that
are joined at the identity position, and volG,Xstpnq » volBpnq. So for B “ Z, we obtain a
union of k bi-infinite lines. When A “ B “ Z with standard generating subsets, the graph
ΓpZ oZ, Xstq is a comb, see Figure 1. In that case we have volG,Xstpnq » n2. In general the
growth of the G-action on Xst is given by the following:
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Figure 1. The graph of the standard action of Z o Z on Z ˆ Z. Red arrows
correspond to the generator a of the lamp group, while blue arrows correspond to
the generator b of the base group.

Lemma 2.1. We have volG,Xstpnq » volBpnq ˆ volApnq.

Proof. By the above description of ΓpG,Xstq, the identity map ΓpG,Xstq Ñ B ˆ A is a
Lipschitz map, where the target space B ˆ A is endowed with the `1-metric. This implies
volG,Xstpnq ď volBpnq ˆ volApnq. Conversely, every element pb, aq such that |a|S1 , |b|S2 ď n
is at distance at most 2n from p1B, 1Aq in ΓpG,Xstq, so the ball of radius 2n around p1B, 1Aq
in ΓpG,Xstq contains at least volBpnq ˆ volApnq elements. The statement follows. �

2.1.2. Baumslag’s finitely presented examples. Consider the group given by the finite pre-
sentation

Λp “
@

u, t, s |up “ 1, rs, ts “ 1, rut, us “ 1, us “ utu
D

,

where p is a prime number. These groups (actually their torsion-free counterpart) were
introduced in [Bau72]. Baumslag showed that Λp is isomorphic to the semi-direct prod-
uct FprT, T´1, pT ` 1q´1s ¸ Z2, where the generators t, s of Z2 act on the ring R :“
FprT, T´1, pT ` 1q´1s by multiplication by T and T ` 1.

We claim that Λp admits a faithful transitive action on a setX such that volΛp,Xpnq » n2.
To see this, observe that every element of R can be uniquely written as

ÿ

nPZ
anT

n `
ÿ

`ě0,qą0

b`,qT
´`p1` T q´q,

where an, b`,q P Fp, and only finitely many of them are non-zero. Consider the subgroup H
of R defined by the condition a0 “ 0. An easy computation shows that the intersection of
all conjugates of H in Λp is trivial. Equivalently, the action of Λp on X “ Λp{H is faithful.
The subgroup H has finite index equal to p in R. We have a G-equivariant surjective
map G{H Ñ G{R, whose fibers have cardinality p. Thus Proposition 1.6 implies that
volΛp,Xpnq » volΛp{Rpnq “ n2.
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The Baumslag group admits the following generalisation. For d ě 1 let

Λp,d “ FprT1, . . . , Td, T
´1
1 , . . . , T´1

d , p1` T1q
1, . . . p1` Tdq

´1s ¸ Z2d.

The action is defined by saying that if t1, . . . , td, s1, . . . , sd are generators of Z2d, then ti
and si act respectively by multiplication by Ti and Ti ` 1. The (torsion-free analogues) of
these groups were introduced by Erschler [Ers04] as generalisation of Baumslag’s groups, to
give examples of finitely presented groups which are amenable but not Liouville (for d ě 3).
They admit an analogous finite presentation [Ers04, Lemma 5.1]. The same argument as
above shows that each group Λp,d admits a faithful action with volΛp,d,Xpnq » n2d.

2.1.3. A general criterion. The following result, which is based on a result of Olshanskii
[Ols15], shows that the existence of actions of polynomial growth of the wreath products
Cp o Zd and the above groups Λp,d are not isolated phenomena.

Proposition 2.2. Let G be a finitely generated metabelian group such that G1 is a torsion
group and G{G1 has torsion-free rank d. Then G admits a faithful transitive action on a
set X with volG,Xpnq » nd.

Proof. By [Ols15, §3], if G is a metabelian group such that G1 is a torsion group, there
always exists a finite index subgroup H of G1 such that the intersection of all G-conjugates
of H is trivial, so that the action of G on G{H is faithful. Since H ď G1 we have a G-
equivariant surjective map G{H Ñ G{G1, whose fibers have cardinality equal to the index
rG1 : Hs. Proposition 1.6 then implies volG,G{Hpnq » volG,G{G1pnq » nd. �

2.2. Actions of lamplighter groups with prescribed growth. It is natural to wonder
if, as in the case of the growth of the group, the growth of an action of a solvable group is
always polynomial of integer degree or exponential. It turns out that this is far from being
the case. In fact, even the growth of an action of the lamplighter group G “ C2 o Z can be
arranged to be equivalent to an arbitrary function satisfying mild conditions:

Proposition 2.3. Let G “ C2 o Z. Let f : NÑ R` be a non-decreasing function such that
fpn ` 1q{fpnq is non-increasing. Then there exists a faithful and transitive G-set X such
that volG,Xpnq » nfpnq. In particular:

‚ for every real number α ě 1, there exists a faithful G-set X with volG,Xpnq » nα;
‚ for every 0 ă β ď 1, there exists a faithful G-set X with volG,Xpnq » exppnβq.

Proof. Let us write fpnq “ 4gpnq, where g : NÑ R is non-decreasing and gpn` 1q ´ gpnq is
non-increasing. If gpn`1q´gpnq is bounded away from 0, then fpnq » exppnq, so that we can
chooseX “ G acting on itself. Thus in the following we suppose that gpn`1q´gpnq tends to
0. Upon replacing gpnq by gpn0`nq for some n0 ą 0 we can suppose that gpn`1q´gpnq ď 1

for every n (this does not affect fpnq up to » since fpnq ď 4gpn`n0q ď 4n0pgp1q´gp0qqfpnq).
Similarly if gpnq is bounded then we can choose X “ C2ˆZ (the standard wreath product
action; see §2.1.1). So we assume that gpnq tends to `8.

For k P N let xk “ mintn : gpnq ě ku and let Ω “ txk, k P Nu Y t´xk, k P Nu. Let
H “ tr P ‘ZC2 : r|Ω “ 0u and set X “ G{H. Note that X is a faithful G-set. Indeed it is
easy to see that every non-trivial element r P ‘ZC2 has a conjugate outside of H.
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In what follows we write elements of G as pairs pr,mq with r P ‘ZC2 and m P Z, and let
S “ ts, t˘1u be the standard generating set given by s “ pδ0, 0q and t “ p0, 1q. The set X
can be naturally identified with Zˆp‘ΩC2q, by mapping each coset pr,mqH to pm,σmr|Ωq,
where σmr denotes the shifted configuration σmrpxq :“ rpx´mq. Under this identification,
the generator t acts by moving pm, rq to pm` 1, rq, and the generator s acts on pm, rq by
flipping the value of rp´mq if ´m P Ω, while s fixes pm, rq if ´m R Ω. From this description
it follows that any product of at most n generators must move pm, rq to some point pm1, r1q,
where m1 P rm´ n,m` ns and r and r1 coincide outside rm´ n,m` ns XΩ. On the other
hand, by applying a product of at most 2n generators to pm, rq it is possible to reach any
pm1, r1q satisfying the same constraints. This implies that the ball Bn of radius n around
pm, rq in the Schreier graph of the action satisfies

(1) |Bn| ď p2n` 1q2|rm´n,m`nsXΩ| ď |B2n|.

Let us analyse the cardinality |rm´n,m`nsXΩ|. First we note that the assumption that
gpn` 1q ´ gpnq is non-increasing implies that xk`1 ´ xk is non-decreasing, so that when n
is fixed, |rm´ n,m` ns X Ω| is maximized for m “ 0. On the other hand the assumption
that gpn ` 1q ´ gpnq ď 1 implies that the map k ÞÑ xk is injective. As a consequence, we
have |r0, nsXΩ| “ maxtk : xk ď nu, which is equal to gpnq up to an additive error bounded
by 1. We deduce that volG,Xpnq “ p2n` 1q2|r´n,nsXΩ| » n22gpnq “ nfpnq. �

Remark 2.4. For the d-dimensional lamplighter G “ C2 o Zd, the same argument (with
minor modifications) can be applied to show that for every non-decreasing function f : NÑ
R` such that fpn ` 1q{fpnq is non-decreasing, there exists a faithful G-set X such that
volG,Xpnq » ndfpnq. Note that the smallest growth obtained through this construction is
nd, which is equal to the growth of the standard wreath product action of C2 o Zd.

3. Polycyclic groups

The goal of this section is to explain how the understanding of the growth of actions of
nilpotent and polycyclic groups reduces to the classical results on growth of these groups
due to Wolf [Wol68], Bass [Bas72] and Guivarc’h [Gui73]. The approach is elementary.
It is based on compactness arguments in the space SubpGq, and holds more generally for
Noetherian groups. Recall that a group is Noetherian if all its subgroups are finitely
generated. A solvable group is Noetherian if and only if it is polycyclic.

First we isolate the following remark for future reference:

Lemma 3.1. Let G be a finitely generated group which is a direct product G “ Q1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆQk.
For each i, let Xi be a faithful Qi-set. Then X “ \iXi is a faithful G-set, where G acts on
each Xi through Qi, and we have

volG,Xpnq “
k

max
i“1

volQi,Xipnq.

In particular if all Qis have polynomial growth with volQipnq » ndi , then there is a faithful
G-set X such that volG,Xpnq » nd, where d “ maxi di.

In particular we have the following for virtually abelian groups.
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Proposition 3.2. If G is an infinite finitely generated virtually abelian group, then there
exists a faithful G-set X such that volG,Xpnq » n.

Proof. The group G contains a finite index subgroup isomorphic to Zd for some d ě 1.
Thus the conclusion follows from Proposition 1.7, by considering the action of Zd on \di“1Z
as in Lemma 3.1 �

The following proposition is a partial converse to Lemma 3.1 for Noetherian groups.

Proposition 3.3. Let G be a finitely generated Noetherian group, and X a faithful G-set.
Then there exist a finite index subgroup G0 ď G and normal subgroups K1, . . . ,Kd E G0

such that, if we denote Qi “ G0{Ki, then the following hold:
i) The intersection

Ş

iKi is trivial. Equivalently, G0 embeds in Q1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆQd.
ii) If we denote Xi :“ FixpKiq, then we have X “ YiXi, and each Xi is a G0-invariant

subset such that the action of G0 on Xi factors through an action of Qi.
iii) Qi is non-folded in Xi for all i.
iv) We have volG,Xpnq » maxni“1 volQipnq.

Proof. Let X be a closed G-invariant subset of SubpGq. Fix H P X . Let H be the closure
of the G-orbit of H in X , and L Ď H be a non-empty minimal closed G-invariant subset.
Since G is Noetherian, SubpGq is a countable compact space, and hence every closed subset
of SubpGq admits isolated points. So L admits isolated points, and hence by minimality
it follows that L is finite. So L is just the finite G-orbit of a subgroup L P X . Now since
L is finitely generated, the set SGpě, Lq of subgroups H of G such that H contains L is
an open neighbourhood of L in SubpGq. Since by definition L belongs to the closure of
the G-orbit of H, it follows that there exists a conjugate of H that contains L, and as a
consequence H itself contains some L1 P L. Now using again that SGpě, Lq is open for
every subgroup L and compactness of X , it follows that we can find a finite G-invariant
subset tL1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Lnu P X , such that for every H P X there is i such that Li ď H.

Now let X be the closure of tGx : x P Xu in SubpGq. Let L1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Ln P X as in the
conclusion of the previous paragraph. Then for every x in X there exists i such that
Li ď Gx. In particular

Ş

i Li acts trivially on X, and hence is trivial by the assumption
that the action is faithful. Since the normalizer NGpLiq of Li has finite index in G for all
i, G0 :“

Ş

iNGpLiq is a finite index subgroup of G. Set Ki “ G0 X Li, which is a normal
subgroup of G0. The intersection

Ş

Ki is clearly trivial since this is already true for the
groups Li, and every x P X is fixed by some Ki. As in the statement, set Xi :“ FixpKiq,
and note that all conclusions in part i) and ii) hold true by construction. Let us show iii).
Since Li belongs to X , we can find a sequence of points pxnq Ă X such that Gxn converges
to Li. As a consequence the subgroups G0

xn “ G0XGxn converge to G0XLi “ Ki. It follows
in particular that G0

xn contains Ki for n large enough, which means that pxnq Ă Xi for n
large enough. Thus the stabiliser of xn in Qi converges to the trivial subgroup in SubpQiq,
so that Qi is non-folded in Xi. In order to justify iv), first note that volG,Xpnq » volG0,Xpnq
by Proposition 1.7. Second, note that since the action of G0 on the orbit of every x P X
factors through an action of some Qi, we must have volQipnq ď volG0,Xpnq for all i, and
hence maxi volQipnq ď volG0,Xpnq. Finally the converse inequality follows from part iii). �
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Recall that a group G is subdirectly decomposable if it admits non-trivial normal
subgroups M,N such that M XN “ 1. We will also say that G is virtually subdirectly
decomposable if some finite index subgroup of G is subdirectly decomposable.

Corollary 3.4. Suppose G is Noetherian and not virtually subdirectly decomposable. Then
the whole group G is non-foldable. In particular volG,Xpnq » volGpnq for every faithful
G-set X.

Proof. We apply Proposition 3.3. It cannot be that all theKi are non-trivial, since otherwise
the intersection would be non-trivial by assumption. Hence there is i such that Ki “ 1,
and hence Qi “ G is non-folded in Xi “ X. �

3.1. Nilpotent groups. If G is a nilpotent group G, then classical results of Bass and
Guivarc’h [Bas72, Gui73] assert that the growth of G is volGpnq » nαG , where αG is a
positive integer given by the formula

(2) αG :“
ÿ

iě0

idimQ ppγipGq{γi`1pGqq bQq .

The following is a direct consequence of Proposition 3.3 combined with the Bass-Guivarc’h
formula. It implies in particular that the growth of the action of every nilpotent group is
polynomial.

Corollary 3.5. Let G be a finitely generated nilpotent group, and let X be a faithful G-set.
Then there exist a finite index subgroup G0 ď G and normal subgroups K1, . . . ,KdEG0 with
Ş

Ki “ t1u such that if we write Qi “ G0{Ki and α˚ “ maxi αQi , then volG,Xpnq » nα˚.

In the sequel we denote byH3pZq the Heisenberg group of 3ˆ3-matrices over the integers.
Recall that it has infinite cyclic center, and the associated quotient is free abelian of rank
2. It has the presentation H3pZq “ xa, b, c : ra, bs “ c, ra, cs “ rb, cs “ 1y. For later use we
record the following well-known fact.

Lemma 3.6. Let G be finitely generated nilpotent group which is not virtually abelian.
Then G contains a subgroup H isomorphic to H3pZq.

Proof. Upon passing to a finite index subgroup we can suppose that G is torsion-free. Let
γkpGq be the last non-trivial term in the lower central series. Since G is not abelian, we
have k ě 2 and we can find g P γk´1pGq and h P G such that k :“ rg, hs is not trivial.
Note that k is central in G, so that we have rg, ks “ rh, ks “ 1. Hence H “ xg, h, ky is
isomorphic to a quotient of H3pZq. Since every proper quotient of H3pZq either has torsion
or is abelian, it follows that H is isomorphic to H3pZq. �

Lemma 3.7. The group H3pZq is not virtually subdirectly decomposable.

Proof. If L is a finite index subgroup of H “ H3pZq, the center ZpLq is infinite cyclic. Since
any normal subgroup of L intersects ZpLq non-trivially [LR04, 1.2.8 i)], any finite family
of non-trivial normal subgroups of L contains a common non-trivial element of ZpLq. �
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Proposition 3.8. Let G be finitely generated virtually nilpotent group which is not virtually
abelian. Then any subgroup H isomorphic to H3pZq is a non-foldable subset of G. In
particular G has a Schreier growth gap n4.

Proof. The first statement is a direct consequence of Corollary 3.4 and the previous lemmas,
and the last statement follows since H3pZq has growth » n4. �

3.2. Polycyclic groups. Recall that Wolf theorem asserts that a polycyclic group that
is not virtually nilpotent has exponential growth [Wol68]. Combined with Proposition 3.3
this has the following consequence.

Corollary 3.9. Suppose G is a polycyclic group that is not virtually nilpotent. Then G has
a Schreier growth gap exppnq.

Proof. The group is polycyclic, and hence Noetherian. If X is a faithful G-set, we apply
Proposition 3.3. Let G0 and K1, ¨ ¨ ¨Kd as in the conclusion. Being a finite index subgroup
of G, the group G0 has exponential growth. It follows that at least one of the groups
Qi “ G0{Ki must have exponential growth, since G0 embeds in their product. Therefore
maxi volQipnq » exppnq, and the conclusion follows from Proposition 3.3. �

The route taken above to prove Corollary 3.9 does not produce explicit non-foldable
subsets. However this will be achieved in Section 4 in the more general setting of solvable
groups of finite rank. Below we provide a simpler construction of non-foldable subsets in
polycyclic groups, which already yield information on the asymptotic dimension of graphs
of actions of polycyclic groups (Corollary 3.17). To this end, we introduce the following
terminology (which is consistent with the terminology that we will use in §4.2).

Definition 3.10. We say that a semi-direct product G “ Zk ¸Z is strongly irreducible
if every non-trivial subgroup of Zk that is invariant under a finite index subgroup of Z has
rank k.

Lemma 3.11. Let G “ Zk ¸ Z be a strongly irreducible semi-direct product with k ě 2.
Then G is not virtually subdirectly decomposable.

Proof. Observe that every finite index subgroup of G is also a strongly irreducible semi-
direct product. Hence it is enough to check that the intersection of two non-trivial normal
subgroups of G remains non-trivial. Observe also that the condition k ě 2 ensures that
G is not virtually abelian. If N is a non-trivial normal subgroup of G, then N X Zk is
necessarily non-trivial, because otherwise N would commute with Zk and G would have
a finite index abelian subgroup. So by the strongly irreducible assumption it follows that
N X Zk has finite index in Zk. In particular it follows immediately that if M,N are two
non-trivial normal subgroups of G, then M XN is non-trivial. �

Lemma 3.12. Every polycyclic group G that is not virtually abelian contains a (normal)
subgroup that is metabelian and not virtually abelian.

Proof. Since G is infinite, G admits an infinite free abelian normal subgroup [LR04, 1.3.9].
Let A be an infinite free abelian normal subgroup of maximal rank n. Again G{A is infinite,
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so we may find an infinite free abelian normal subgroup B in G{A or rank m. Consider the
preimage N of B in G, which is a metabelian normal subgroup of G. If N was virtually
abelian, it would admit a characteristic free abelian subgroup C of rankm`n. In particular
C would be normal in G, contradicting the maximality of n. So this subgroup N satisfies
the conclusion. �

The following is an easy consequence of basic facts from linear algebra.

Lemma 3.13. Let G be a metabelian polycyclic group. Then either G is virtually nilpotent;
or contains a subgroup H “ Zk ¸ Z with k ě 2 that is a strongly irreducible semi-direct
product.

Proof. Upon passing to a finite index subgroup, G admits a normal subgroup N isomorphic
to Zd such that Q “ G{N is isomorphic to Zr. Consider the associated representation
QÑ GLpd,Zq. If every element of Q has the property that all its eigenvalues are roots of
unity then Q has a finite index subgroup that is unipotent, and G is virtually nilpotent, a
contradiction. So we can find an element of Q whose eigenvalues are not all roots of unity,
and the conclusion follows by applying Lemma 4.12 below. �

Lemma 3.14. Let G be polycyclic group that is not virtually abelian. Then G contains a
subgroup isomorphic to the Heisenberg group H3pZq; or a subgroup H “ Zk ¸ Z with k ě 2
that is a strongly irreducible semi-direct product.

Proof. By Lemma 3.12 it is enough to treat the case where G is metabelian. In the virtually
nilpotent case we use Lemma 3.6, and in the other case we invoke Lemma 3.13. �

Proposition 3.15. Let G be polycyclic group that is not virtually abelian. Then any sub-
group of G as in Lemma 3.14 is a non-foldable subset of G.

Proof. Let H be a subgroup of G that is isomorphic either to H3pZq or to a strongly
irreducible semi-direct product Zk ¸ Z with k ě 2. In both cases H is not virtually
subdirectly decomposable (Lemma 3.7 and Lemma 3.11), and hence H is a non-foldable
subset of G by Corollary 3.4. �

Recall that the Hirsch length hpGq of a polycyclic group G is the number of infinite
cyclic factors appearing in a finite series of G with cyclic factors. The following result was
proven in [DS06].

Theorem 3.16. If G is a polycyclic group, then asdimpGq “ hpGq.

Corollary 3.17. Let G be polycyclic group that is not virtually abelian. Then asdimpG,Xq ě
3 for every faithful G-set X.

Proof. Let H be a subgroup of G that is isomorphic either to H3pZq or to a strongly
irreducible semi-direct product Zk ¸ Z with k ě 2. According to Theorem 3.16 we have
asdimpHq “ 3 if H is H3pZq and asdimpHq “ k`1 if H is Zk¸Z. In both case asdimpHq ě
3. Let X be a faithful G-set. The subgroup H being non-foldable by Proposition 3.15,
Proposition 1.23 then implies asdimpG,Xq ě asdimpH, dGq “ asdimpHq ě 3. In the
middle equality we have used that the restriction of the word metric dG to H is coarsely
equivalent to the word metric on H, and asdim is an invariant of coarse equivalence. �
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4. Strongly irreducible extensions and groups of finite rank

The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 4.9, which gives a criterion to find non-
foldable subsets in a group G that can be written as an extension 1 Ñ N Ñ G Ñ Q Ñ

1, where N is a nilpotent group of finite rank and the action of Q satisfies a certain
irreducibility condition. As an application, we will prove Theorem C from the introduction.

4.1. Preliminaries on nilpotent groups. Before stating the main results of the section
we need to recall some preliminaries on nilpotent groups, based on Malcev theory.

A group G is divisible if for every g P G and every integer n ą 0 there is h P G such
that hn “ g. Assume that m is a nilpotent Lie algebra over Q. Then m can be turned into
a group with group law given by the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula. The resulting
group is a divisible torsion-free nilpotent group. The following theorem of Malcev [Mal49]
is a converse to this construction (see also [Ste70] for a more algebraic treatment).

Theorem 4.1 (Malcev). Let m be a torsion-free divisible nilpotent group. Then m can be
endowed with a unique structure of Lie algebra over Q such that the group law on m coincides
with the group law determined by the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula. Moreover, every
homomorphism between divisible nilpotent groups is also a homomorphism of Lie algebras,
and vice versa

In the sequel, whenever m is a torsion-free divisible nilpotent group, we will consider it
also as a Lie algebra m without mention. By the above theorem the Lie subalgebras of m are
precisely the divisible subgroups of m. The Lie bracket will be denoted J¨, ¨K, the notation
r¨, ¨s being reserved for commutators in groups. Given a subset S Ă m, we will denote by
LiepSq the Lie subalgebra generated by S, so LiepSq is the smallest divisible subgroup of
m containing S. We keep the notation xSy for the subgroup generated by S. The lower
central series or m as a Lie algebra is denoted γim; this does not lead to confusion as it
coincides with its lower central series of m as a group. The abelianization of m is denoted
mab.

Lemma 4.2. Let m be a nilpotent Lie algebra and S Ă m be a set whose projection to
mab :“ m{Jm,mK contains a linear basis of mab. Then LiepSq “ m.

Proof. Denote πi : γimÑ γim{γi`1m the quotient projection. Set h “ LiepSq. It is enough
to show that πiph X γimq “ γim{γi`1m for every i. By assumption, this holds for i “ 1.
Assume that it holds for all j ă i. Fix X P γi´1m and Y P m. By assumption we can find
X̃ P h X mi´1, Ỹ P h such that πi´1pX̃q “ πi´1pXq and π1pỸ q “ π1pY q. Then we have
JX̃, Ỹ K P h X γim and πipJX̃, Ỹ Kq “ πipJX,Y Kq. Since γim is generated by JX,Y K with
X P γi´1m and Y P m, the claim follows. �

For a proof of the following result, we refer to [LR04, 2.1.1]

Theorem 4.3 (Rational Malcev completion). Let N be a torsion-free nilpotent group. Then
there exists a divisible torsion-free nilpotent group mN and an injective group homomorphism
ι : N Ñ mN such that every element of mN has a power in ιpNq. Moreover for if pm1, ι1q
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is another pair with this property, then there exists an isomorphism ϕ : m1 Ñ mN such that
ϕ ˝ ι “ ι1.

The group mN from Theorem 4.3 is called the rational Malcev completion of N . In
the sequel we will drop the embedding ι from the notation and consider N as a subgroup
of mN . When N is abelian, mN is simply N b Q. Note that it follows from Theorem 4.3
that every automorphism of N extends to an automorphism of mN .

If H is a subgroup of a group G, we denote by IGpHq the set of elements g P G such
that there exists n ě 1 such that gn P H. IGpHq is called the isolator of H in G. When
working with the rational Malcev completion it is useful to keep in mind the following facts,
see [LR04, §2.3].

Lemma 4.4. Let N be a nilpotent group and H a subgroup of N . Then:
i) IN pHq is a subgroup of N .
ii) If N is divisible, then so is IN pHq.
iii) If N is finitely generated, then H has finite index in IN pHq.

Proposition 4.5. Let m be a divisible torsion-free nilpotent group.
i) If H is a subgroup of m, then LiepHq “ VectpHq “ ImpHq.
ii) If H1, H2 are finitely generated subgroups of m such that LiepH1q “ LiepH2q, then

H1 and H2 are commensurable.

Proof. ImpHq is a subgroup of m by Lemma 4.4, and we have the inclusions H ď ImpHq ď
VectpHq ď LiepHq. But since ImpHq is divisible, Theorem 4.1 implies that ImpHq is a Lie
subalgebra of m. Since ImpHq contains H, we must have ImpHq “ LiepHq.

For the second statement, since each Hi is finitely generated, H1XH2 has finite index in
IHipH1 XH2q by Lemma 4.4. Now since LiepH1q “ LiepH2q we have IHipH1 XH2q “ Hi,
so H1 XH2 is indeed of finite index in both H1 and H2. �

Assume that N is a torsion-free nilpotent group. Then the derived subgroup rN,N s
is always contained in JmN ,mN K, but in general it might be strictly smaller than N X

JmN ,mN K: indeed Nab may have non-trivial torsion, while mN{JmN ,mN K is a torsion-free
group. For later use we record the following lemma, which clarifies the difference.

Lemma 4.6. Let N be a torsion-free nilpotent group, with abelianization map πab : N Ñ

Nab. Then π´1
ab pT pN

abqq “ N X JmN ,mN K. In particular we have Nab{T pNabq » N{pN X

JmN ,mN Kq and Nab bQ » mN{JmN ,mN K.

Proof. Write T “ T pNabq and A “ Nab{T . The canonical projection p : N Ñ A extends to
an epimorphism mN Ñ mA [Bau71, Cor. 2.41], which must factor through mN{JmN ,mN K.
In particular p descends to a map p1 : N{pN X Jm,mKq Ñ A. But since N{pN X Jm,mKq
is a torsion-free abelian quotient of N and A is the largest such quotient, the map p1

is an isomorphism. Moreover since mN{JmN ,mnK is the rational Malcev completion of
N{pN X Jm,mKq, p1 extends to an isomorphism mN{JmN ,mnK Ñ mA. Since mA » AbQ »
Nab bQ, the statement follows. �
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4.2. Non-foldable subsets via strong irreducibility. Let K be a field. Recall that
a subgroup G Ă GLpn,Kq is irreducible if G does not preserve any proper non-trivial
subspace of Kn, and strongly irreducible if G does not preserve any finite union of non-
trivial proper subspaces. EquivalentlyG is strongly irreducible if every finite index subgroup
of G is irreducible. By extension we will say that a linear representation ρ : GÑ GLpn,Kq
is (strongly) irreducible if its image is so.

If G is a subgroup of GLpn,Kq, we denote by G its Zariski closure, and by G 0 the
connected component of the identity in G with respect to the Zariski topology. Recall that
G 0 can be equivalently defined as the unique Zariski-closed subset of G which contains the
identity and which cannot be written as a union of closed strict subsets (not necessarily
disjoint). The group G 0 is a closed finite index subgroup of G and is contained in every
closed finite index subgroup of G.

We will need the following lemma, which may be compared with [Gla17, Lemma 3.13].

Lemma 4.7. Suppose that G ď GLpn,Kq is strongly irreducible. Then for every finite sub-
set Σ Ă Knz0 of non zero vectors, and every finite collection V1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Vm of strict subspaces
of Kn, there is g P G such that gpΣq X Vi “ ∅ for every i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,m.

Proof. Note that G is also strongly irreducible as it contains G, and hence G 0 is irreducible.
We argue by contradiction and assume that the conclusion fails for Σ “ tw1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , w`u
and subspaces V1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Vm. Write Yi,j “ tg P GLpn,Kq : gpviq P Vju for i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , `
and j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,m, so that G Ă Yi,jYi,j . Since every set Yi,j is Zariski-closed, we have
G Ă Yi,jYi,j , and thus there exists i, j such that G 0 Ă Yi,j . In particular the linear span
of G 0vi is contained in Vj . So we have found a strict non-trivial G 0-invariant subspace,
contradicting that G 0 is irreducible. �

Definition 4.8. Assume that G is a group which can be written as an extension

(3) 1 Ñ N Ñ GÑ QÑ 1.

The conjugation action of Q on Nab gives rise to a linear representation of Q on the vector
space H1pN,Qq “ NabbQ over Q. We say that the extension (3) is strongly irreducible
if dimQpN

ab b Qq ă 8 and the associated linear representation ρ : Q Ñ GLpNab b Qq is
strongly irreducible.

We are now ready to state the main result of this section.

Theorem 4.9. Let G be a group that can be written as a strongly irreducible extension

1 Ñ N Ñ GÑ QÑ 1,

where N is a nilpotent group. Let L Ă N be a subset whose projection to Nab{T pNabq is
injective. Then L is a non-foldable subset of G.

Proof. In the sequel we fix a finite subset P of N such that the image of every element of
P in Nab{T pNabq is non-trivial, and we aim to show

Ş

HPSGpP,Gq
H ‰ t1u. By Lemma 1.12

this is equivalent to the conclusion of the theorem.
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SetM :“ N{T pNq, and letm :“ mM be the rational Malcev completion ofM . By Lemma
4.6 we have an isomorphism

`

Nab{T pNabq
˘

bQ » mab, so that the present assumption tells
us that the representation ρ : Q Ñ GLpmabq is strongly irreducible. Denote by π : N Ñ m
the composition of the quotient map from N to M and of the inclusion M ãÑ m, and πab
be the post-composition of π with mÑ mab. Write d “ dimQpm

abq.
We construct inductively a family of subsets P1, P2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Pk with k ď d with the following

properties:
‚ for each k there exists gk P G such that Pk “ gkPg

´1
k ;

‚ for every σ “ ph1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , hkq P P1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆPk, the subspaceWσ “ Vectpπabph1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , π
abphkqq

is a k-dimensional subspace of mab.
For k “ 1 we set P1 “ P . Since πabphq is non-zero for every h P P , the second condition

above holds. Assume that for k ă d we have constructed P1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Pk with the desired
properties. When σ ranges over P1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Pk, the subspaces Wσ form a finite collection of
proper subspaces of mab. Since ρ : QÑ GLpmabq is strongly irreducible and since the subset
P is finite, according to Lemma 4.7 we can find an element q P Q such that ρpqqpπabpP qqX
Wσ “ ∅ for all σ P P1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨Pk. Let gk`1 P G be a preimage of q in G, and set
Pk`1 “ gk`1Pg

´1
k`1, so that πabpPk`1q “ ρpqqpπabpP qq. Then by construction the πab-image

of every pk ` 1q-tuple ph1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , hk`1q P P1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Pi`1 generates an pk ` 1q-dimensional
subspace of mab. Continuing in this way up to d, we arrive at finite subsets P1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Pd such
that for any choice of h1 P P1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , hd P Pd, the elements πabph1q, . . . , π

abphdq form a basis
of mab. Hence by Lemma 4.2 the elements πph1q, . . . , πphdq generate m as a Lie algebra.

We write Σ “ P1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆPd, and for σ “ ph1, . . . , hdq P Σ, we denote by Hσ the subgroup
of N generated by h1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , hd. Let H P SGpP,Gq. Since H intersects all conjugates of
P , in particular H intersects all the sets Pi. Hence for every H P SGpP,Gq there exists
σ P Σ such that H contains Hσ. Hence in order to terminate the proof it is enough to
justify that

Ş

σHσ is non-trivial. Since all the subgroups Hσ are finitely generated and
verify LiepπpHσqq “ m, all the subgroups πpHσq are commensurable by Proposition 4.5.
So

Ş

σ πpHσq has finite index in each of them, and hence in particular is infinite. Let
∆ “ xP1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Pdy. Being a finitely generated nilpotent group, ∆ is virtually torsion-free.
Let ∆0 be a finite index subgroup of ∆ such that ∆0 X T pNq “ t1u. So the restriction of
π to ∆0 is injective. For σ P Σ set Kσ :“ Hσ X∆0. Since Kσ has finite index in Hσ, we
still have that LiepπpKσqq “ LiepπpHσqq “ m by Proposition 4.5. Thus the same argument
as before tells us that

Ş

σ πpKσq is non-trivial. Since π is injective on ∆0, this shows that
Ş

σKσ is non-trivial, and the proof is complete. �

4.3. Solvable groups of finite rank. The goal of this part is to prove Theorem 4.14. For
this we need some preliminaries on solvable groups of finite rank, which will allow to reduce
the proof of this theorem to the case of a group G falling into the setting of Theorem 4.9.

Given a group G, we denote RespGq the finite residual of G, which is defined as the
intersection of all subgroups of finite index of G. Note that RespGq is a normal subgroup of
G, and G{RespGq is the largest residually finite quotient of G. We call a group quasi-cyclic
if it is isomorphic to Zr1p s{Z for some prime p.
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The following proposition summarizes the main structural properties of solvable groups
of finite rank. Proofs can be found in [LR04, §5].

Theorem 4.10. Let G be a finitely generated solvable group of finite rank. Set R :“ RespGq,
N :“ FitpGq. Then the following hold:

(i) N is nilpotent and Q “ G{N is virtually abelian.
(ii) R is a direct product of finitely many quasi-cyclic groups.
(iii) G{R is virtually torsion-free. Moreover it is linear over Q.

The following is a classical consequence of a criterion of Hall. We include a proof for
completeness.

Proposition 4.11. Let G be a finitely generated solvable group of finite rank, and assume
that N is a nilpotent normal subgroup of G such that Q “ G{N is virtually abelian. Set
V “ Nab b Q and let ρ : Q Ñ GLpV q be the associated linear representation. Then the
following are equivalent.

i) The group G is virtually nilpotent.
ii) There exists n ě 0 such that the complex eigenvalues of ρpqq are nth roots of unity

for every q P Q.

Proof. i) ñ ii). Let G0 be a finite index subgroup of G containing N that is nilpotent, and
let Q0 be its image in Q. Write T “ T pNabq and A “ Nab{T , so that V » A b Q. Let
T̃ be the preimage of T in N . Then T̃ is normal in G0 and H “ G0{T̃ satisfies A E H
and H{A “ Q0. Then there exists m such that for every h P H and a P A the m-fold
iterated commutator rh, asm :“ rh, rh, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rh, as ¨ ¨ ¨ ss is trivial. But in V “ AbQ we have
the equality rh, asm b 1 “ pρpqq ´ 1qmv where v “ a b 1 and q is the projection of h to
Q. It follows that ρpQ0q consists of unipotent elements, and since every element of Q has
a power in Q0, the claim follows.

For the converse, suppose first that ii) ñ i) holds true in the case where N is abelian.
Since assumption ii) depends on Nab rather than N , the group G{N 1 still satisfies ii). Hence
by the current assumption we infer that G{N 1 is virtually nilpotent. Since N is nilpotent,
we deduce from a result of Hall [LR04, 1.2.17] that G is also virtually nilpotent. Hence it is
enough to see that ii)ñ i) is true when N is abelian. In that case G is virtually metabelian,
and hence residually finite. So by Theorem 4.10 G is virtually torsion-free. Upon modding
out by the torsion subgroup of N , we can assume that N is torsion-free. Also upon passing
to a finite index subgroup, ii) tells us that every element of Q is unipotent. By a standard
argument the groupQ acts unipotently on V “ NbQ, and it follows that G is nilpotent. �

In the sequel we say that a linear automorphisms f P GLpV q is strongly irreducible if
xfy is a strongly irreducible subgroup of GLpV q, i.e. if fn does not preserve any non-zero
proper subspace of V for all n ‰ 0.

The following is a basic lemma from linear algebra.

Lemma 4.12. Consider a finite dimensional vector space V over Q, and f P GLpV q such
that the complex eigenvalues of f are not all roots of unity. Then there exists m ą 0 and a
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non-zero subspace W Ă V such that W is invariant by fm and the restriction of fm to W
is strongly irreducible and has no root of unity as a complex eigenvalue.

Proof. Let p P QrT s be the minimal polynomial of f , and p “ pr11 ¨ ¨ ¨ p
rk
k the factorisation

of p in QrT s, where the pis are irreducible and coprime. Then one of the irreducible factors
of p, say p1, does not admit any root of unity among its complex roots. The subspace
V 1 “ ker p1pfq is f -invariant and non-zero, and the complex eigenvalues of f |V 1 are precisely
the roots of p1, thus none of them is a root of unity. Among pairs pW,mq, where m ě 1 and
W Ă V 1 is a non-zero fm-invariant subspace, choose one where W has minimal dimension.
Then by construction fm|W is strongly irreducible, and since f |V 1 does not admit any root
of unity as a complex eigenvalue, the same holds for fm|W . �

The following result, which might be of independent interest, will reduce the proof of
Theorem 4.14 to finitely generated solvable groups of finite rank of a particular form.

Proposition 4.13. Let G be a finitely generated solvable group of finite rank which is not
virtually nilpotent. Then G admits a finitely generated subgroup H such that:

i) H is not virtually nilpotent;
ii) H splits as a semi-direct product H “M ¸ xty, where M is nilpotent;
iii) the action of t on M induces a strongly irreducible automorphism of Mab bQ.

Proof. Set N “ FitpGq, Q “ G{N and ρ : GÑ GLpNab bQq be the associated representa-
tion. Recall from Theorem 4.10 that N is nilpotent and Q is virtually abelian. Suppose for
a moment that N is torsion-free. Let n be the rational Malcev completion of N , so that we
can identify Nab b Q with nab as QQ-modules (see Lemma 4.6). Since G is not virtually
nilpotent, there exists q P Q such that ρpqq has an eigenvalue which is not a root of unity
(Proposition 4.11). Let g P G be an element that projects to q. The automorphism in-
duced by the conjugation action of g on N extends to a Lie algebra automorphism, denoted
g˚ P Autpnq.

Let E be the set of pairs pm, hq, where m ą 0 is a integer and h Ă n is a gm˚ -invariant
Lie subalgebra with the property that the linear automorphism of h{Jh, hK induced by gm˚
has an eigenvalue which is not a root of unity. Note that E ‰ ∅ as it contains p1, nq.
Choose a pair pm, hq P E such that dimQ h is minimal. We claim that gm˚ induces a strongly
irreducible element of GLph{Jh, hKq. By Lemma 4.12 applied to gm˚ , there exists ` ą 0
and a gm`˚ -invariant subspace V Ă h{Jh, hK such that the restriction of gm`˚ to V is strongly
irreducible and has no root of unity as an eigenvalue. Then the preimage h1 Ă h of V is a Lie
subalgebra h1 of h such that ph1,m`q P E , so the minimality of h implies h1 “ h. Therefore
V is equal to h{Jh, hK, and gm˚ is strongly irreducible on h{Jh, hK. We have h “ VectphXNq
by Proposition 4.5, so there exist n1, . . . , nk P N that form a basis of the Q-vector space h.
Let t “ gm. and H “ xn1, . . . , nk, ty “ M ¸ xty, where M “ xtinjt

´i, : i P Z, j “ 1, . . . , ky
is contained in N . Then h is isomorphic to the rational Malcev completion of M , so by
Lemma 4.6 we have Mab b Q » h{Jh, hK. By Proposition 4.11) the subgroup H is not
virtually nilpotent, and hence H satisfies all the conclusions.

Now for the general case, we can apply the previous argument to G{T pNq, and deduce the
existence of a subgroup H “M ¸ xty of G{T pNq with M ď FitpG{T pNqq “ FitpGq{T pNq,
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that satisfies the conclusion. If H̃ is a finitely generated subgroupG of the form H̃ “ M̃¸xt̃y

with M̃{T pNq “M , then we have M̃abbQ »MabbQ since T pNq is a torsion group, and
it follows that H̃ satisfies the desired properties. �

Theorem 4.14. Let G be a finitely generated solvable group of finite rank, and suppose
that G is not virtually nilpotent. Then G has a Schreier growth gap exppnq.

Proof. Since the group G is not virtually nilpotent, we can apply Proposition 4.13. Let H “

M ¸ xty be a subgroup of G as in the conclusion of Proposition 4.13. Theorem 4.9 applies
to H, and implies that if L is a subset of M that projects injectively to A :“Mab{T pMabq,
then L is a non-foldable subset of H. A fortiori L is a non-foldable subset of G.

Set H :“ A¸ xty. Since AbQ “ Mab bQ as Qrxtys-modules, Proposition 4.11 implies
that the group H remains not virtually nilpotent. Thus H has exponential growth. Since
H{A » Z, it follows that the relative growth of A in H is exponential. Choose a finite
generating subset S of H and let S be its projection to H. Let L Ă M be a set theoretic
section of A such that for every a P A, the unique lift of a in L has minimal length with
respect to the word metric defined by S among the elements of M that project to a. Since
the relative growth of A in H is exponential, we have fpG,Lqpnq » exppnq. Since L is
non-foldable according to the first paragraph, Lemma 1.13 yields the conclusion. �

5. Confined subgroups and abelian normal subgroups

The goal of this section is to prove Proposition 5.3, a key result which provides a tool
to study confined subgroups of a group G admitting an abelian normal subgroup M . It
will be used later to show that under suitable conditions, a confined subgroup of G must
contain a large subgroup of M .

Notation 5.1. In all this section we fix once for all the following notation:
‚ G is a group that can be written as an extension 1 ÑM Ñ GÑ QÑ 1, where M
is abelian. We denote by πQ the projection from G to Q.

‚ If H is a subgroup of G and q P Q, we set

Mq,H :“ tm PM : p1´ qqm P Hu.

Recall that since M is abelian, M is naturally a ZQ-module. As explained in §1.1, in
this setting we use additive notation for M .

Lemma 5.2. Let M,G,Q as above. For every subgroup H of G and q P Q, the following
hold:

i) Mq,H is a subgroup of M , and p1´ qqMq,H ď H.
ii) Mq,H is a ZK-submodule of M , where K :“ CπQpHqpqq. In particular if q P πQpHq,

then Mq,H is a Zxqy-submodule of M .

Proof. i) is clear from the definitions. To prove ii), set K “ CπQpHqpqq. Note that M XH

is normalized by H and thus it is a ZπQpHq-submodule of M . In particular it is a ZK-
submodule of M . Thus for f P ZK and m P Mq,H , since f commutes with 1 ´ q and
p1 ´ qqm P M XH we have p1 ´ qqfm “ fp1 ´ qqm P M XH, showing that fm P Mq,H .
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Thus Mq,H is a ZK-submodule. If q P πQpHq, then clearly q P K, so that Mq,H is a
Zxqy-submodule. �

The proof of the following proposition uses a well-known lemma of B.H. Neumann
[Neu54], stating that if a group G “ Yri“1giHi is the union of r cosets of subgroups,
then at least one of the subgroups Hi has finite index at most r. An argument of similar
spirit appears in the proof of Proposition 3.8 in [LBMB18].

Proposition 5.3. LetM,G,Q as above. Let P be a finite subset of Gzt1u , and set r :“ |P |.
Then for every H P SGpP,Mq, there exists q P πQpP q X πQpHq such that Mq,H is a finite
index subgroup of M , and pM : Mq,Hq ď r.

Proof. Fix g P P . Since all conjugates of g by elements of M have the same projection to
Q, if g has at least one such conjugate inside H, then πQpgq P πqpHq. This observation
ensures that since P is confining for pH,Mq, the subset PH :“ tg P P : πQpgq P πQpHqu is
already confining for pH,Mq.

Now for g P PH , we write Yg “ tm PM : mgm´1 P Hu. That PH is confining for pH,Mq
means that M “

Ť

PH
Yg. Let Lg be the subgroup of M generated by the set of differences

by elements in Yg. Then Yg is contained in a coset of Lg and thus, by Neumann’s Lemma,
there exists g0 P PH such that Lg0 has index at most |PH | ď r in M . So if we denote
q “ πQpg0q, then in order to terminate the proof it is enough to check that Lg0 ďMq,H .

Let m,n P Yg0 . Since g
´1
0 m´1ng0 belongs to M and M is abelian, we have the equality

(4) mpg´1
0 m´1ng0qn

´1 “ mn´1pg´1
0 m´1ng0q “ p1´ qqpm´ nq,

where in the first two terms we use multiplicative notation within the group G, while in
the right-most term we see M as a ZQ-module and use additive notation. Since the first
term in (4) is the product of mg´1

0 m´1 and ng0n
´1, which both belong to H, we see that

m´ n PMq,H for m,n P Yg0 . Thus Lg0 ďMq,H , and the proof is complete. �

6. Metabelian groups

6.1. Non-foldable subsets in metabelian groups. The goal of this part is to prove
Theorem 6.10, which will be our main tool to study growth of actions of metabelian groups.
We need some preliminaries.

If Q is a finitely generated abelian group and N is a ZQ-module, we denote by CQpNq
the centralizer of N in Q, which is the set of q P Q such that qn “ n for all n P N . By
definition we have CQpNq “ Q X p1 ` annpNqq (the intersection is taken in ZQ), where
annpNq is the annihilator of N in ZQ. In particular annpNq “ t0u implies CQpNq “ t1u.

Lemma 6.1. Let Q “ xqy be a cyclic group, andM a finitely generated ZQ-module. Assume
that q centralizes a subgroup N of finite index in M . Then there is n ě 1 such that qn
centralizes M .

Proof. N is finitely generated as a ZQ-module, and Q centralizes N , so N is finitely gen-
erated as an abelian group. Since N has finite index in M , M is also a finitely generated
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abelian group. The automorphism induced by q on M{T pMq centralizes the finite in-
dex subgroup NT pMq{T pMq of M{T pMq, and hence is trivial since M{T pMq is a finitely
generated free abelian group. So the conclusion holds with n equals to the order of the
automorphism induced by q on the finite group T pMq. �

Lemma 6.2. Let Q be a finitely generated group, and M a finitely generated ZQ-module.
Fix r ě 1. Let Sr be the set of ZQ-submodules L of M such that L has index at most r in
M . Then Sr is finite.

Proof. The semi-direct product G “ M ¸ Q is a finitely generated group, and for every
L P Sr we have that L¸Q is a subgroup of G of finite index at most r. Since G is finitely
generated it has only finitely many subgroups of index at most r. It follows that Sr is
finite. �

Remark 6.3. When N is a ZQ-module, the terminology “N is torsion-free” might be am-
biguous, as this might refer to the structure of abelian group or the module structure. In all
the article when use this terminology we always mean that N is torsion-free as an abelian
group.

Lemma 6.4. Let Q be an abelian group, and N a finitely generated ZQ-module. Let q0 P Q
such that at least one of the following conditions hold:

i) the abelian group N is torsion-free and q0 R CQpNq;
ii) qn0 R CQpNq for all n ě 1.

For r ě 1, let Sr,q0 be the set of Zxq0y-submodules L of N such that L has index at most
r in N , and let Nr,q0 :“

Ş

LPSr,q0
L. Then pq0 ´ 1qNr,q0 ‰ t0u.

Proof. We first consider the case where N is torsion-free. Since kN Ă L for every L P Sr,i,
where k “ r!, we have kN Ă Nr,i. Therefore pq0´1qNr,i contains pq0´1qkN “ kpq0´1qN ,
which is non-zero since pq0 ´ 1qN is non-zero and N is torsion-free. So in that case the
conclusion holds.

We shall now assume that qn0 R CQpNq for all n ě 1. We denote by Q0 the subgroup of
Q generated by q0. Since N is a finitely generated ZQ-module, there exist x1, . . . , xk P N
such that N “ ZQx1` . . .`ZQxk. For 1 ď p ď k, let Jp be the ZQ0-submodule generated
by xp. We shall first prove that there exists p such that pqn0 ´ 1qJp ‰ t0u for all n ě 1.
Suppose that this is not the case, i.e. for all p there is np ě 1 with pqnp0 ´ 1qJp “ t0u. Then
we have pqn0 ´ 1qJp “ t0u for all p, where n is the least common multiple of pn1, . . . , nkq.
Hence, since Q is abelian, we deduce that we have pqn0 ´ 1qZQxp “ ZQpqn0 ´ 1qxp “ t0u for
all p, and hence pqn0 ´ 1qN “ t0u. This contradicts the assumption. So in the sequel we fix
p such that pqn0 ´ 1qJp ‰ t0u for all n ě 1.

Let Sr,q0pJpq be the set of ZQ0-submodules L of Jp such that L has index at most r in
Jp, and let Nr,q0pJpq :“

Ş

LPSr,q0 pJpq
L. Since any ZQ0-submodule of N of index at most

r in N intersects Jp along a ZQ0-submodule of Jp of index at most r in Jp, it follows
that Nr,q0pJpq ď Nr,q0 . Hence to prove the desired result it it is enough to prove that
pq0 ´ 1qNr,q0pJpq ‰ t0u. Now Lemma 6.2 ensures that the set Sr,q0pJpq is finite, and hence
Nr,q0pJpq has finite index in Jp. Therefore Lemma 6.1 implies that if pq0´1qNr,q0pJpq “ t0u,
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then there must exist n ě 1 such that pqn0 ´ 1qJp “ t0u. By the definition of p this cannot
happen. So pq0 ´ 1qNr,q0pJpq ‰ t0u, and the conclusion also holds in that case. �

We recall the following terminology from module theory.

Definition 6.5. A ZQ-module N is uniform if for every non-zero submodules N1, N2 of
N , the submodule N1 XN2 is non-zero.

Proposition 6.6. Let G be a group that lies in a short exact sequence 1 Ñ M Ñ G Ñ

Q Ñ 1, where M,Q are abelian. Let N be a finitely generated uniform ZQ-submodule of
M . Let P “ tg1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , gru Ă G be a finite subset of G, and set qi “ πQpgiq. Suppose that for
every i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , r, at least one of the following conditions hold:

i) the abelian group N is torsion-free and qi R CQpNq;
ii) qni R CQpNq for all n ě 1.

Let Sr,i be the set of Zxqiy-submodules L of N of index at most r in N , and set Nr,i “
Ş

LPSr,i
L. Then J :“

Şr
i“1pqi´1qNr,i is a non-zero ZQ-submodule ofM , and J is contained

in H for every H P SGpP,Nq.

Proof. We observe that when i is fixed, the set Sr,i is globally invariant by Q since Q is
abelian. Therefore Nr,i is a ZQ-submodule of N , and hence so is pqi ´ 1qNr,i. By the
assumptions we may apply Lemma 6.4, which ensures that pqi´ 1qNr,i is non-zero for each
i. The module N being uniform by assumption, it follows that J is non-trivial.

Now given H P SGpP,Nq, Proposition 5.3 ensures that there exist i and L P Sr,i such
that pqi ´ 1qL ď H. So in particular we have pqi ´ 1qNr,i ď H, and hence J ď H for every
H P SGpP,Nq. �

Remark 6.7. If M is a non-zero finitely generated ZQ-module, M always admits a (non-
zero) uniform submodule. This follows from the existence of associated primes (see §6.4).

Definition 6.8. Let π : GÑ Q be a group homomorphism. We say that a subset L of G
is a lift of a subset L1 of Q if for every q P L1 there is a unique g P L such that πpgq “ q.

Notation 6.9. If A,B are subsets of a group G, we write A ¨B “ tab : a P A, b P Bu.

Theorem 6.10. Let G be a finitely generated metabelian group that is an extension 1 Ñ
M Ñ GÑ QÑ 1, where M is abelian and Q is free abelian, and suppose that there exists
a submodule N of M such that N is uniform and CQpNq “ t1u. Let L be a lift of Q. Then:

i) L is a non-foldable subset of G.
ii) If moreover N is torsion-free, then for every non-zero element m of N , the subset

L ¨Z is a non-foldable subset of G, where Z is the cyclic subgroup generated by m.

Proof. In case where the group N is torsion-free, we fix a non-zero element m of N , and
denote by Z the subgroup generated by m. In that case we write J “ L ¨ Z. In case N
admits torsion, we set J “ L. We shall prove that J is always a non-foldable subset of G.

Fix a finite subset Σ Ă J , and let P “ tg´1h : g, h P Σ, g ‰ hu. We will prove that there
is a non-zero ZQ-submodule L of N such that L is contained in H for every H P SGpP,Gq.
This is enough to conclude according to Lemma 1.12. Note that since N is a subgroup
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of G, we have the inclusion SGpP,Gq Ă SGpP,Nq, so it is enough to find a submodule L
contained in H for every H P SGpP,Nq.

Suppose first that we make no torsion-free assumption for N , so that J “ L. Then all
the elements of P have a non-trivial projection to Q since L is a lift of Q. Since in addition
N is uniform, we are in position to apply Proposition 6.6 to the subset P and the ZQ-
submodule N . Note that G being finitely generated, M is a finitely generated ZQ-module
[LR04, 11.1.1]. Since ZQ is a Noetherian ring [Hal54, Th. 1], it follows that N is a finitely
generated ZQ-submodule ofM . Condition ii) of the proposition is satisfied here because by
assumption CQpNq “ t1u and Q is free abelian. The conclusion of Proposition 6.6 therefore
provides a non-zero ZQ-submodule L of N that is contained in H for every H P SGpP,Nq,
as desired.

We now deal with the case where N is torsion-free. So here J “ L ¨ Z. Let P 1 denote
the elements of P that have non-trivial projection to Q, and P 2 the complement of P 1 in
P . The elements of P 2 are precisely the elements of P that belong to Z. Since P 2 is finite,
we may find an integer s such that, if we set m1 “ ms, then every subgroup of G that
intersects P 2 contains m1. Since H X P ‰ H for all H P SGpP,Nq, in particular for all
such H we have the following alternative: m1 P H, or H X P 1 ‰ H. Let Y be the set of
H P SGpP,Nq such that m1 R H. Since the group N is abelian and m1 P N , the subset Y in
N -invariant. Therefore we deduce that we have H P SGpP

1, Nq for every H P Y . As in the
previous paragraph we can apply Proposition 6.6, and find a non-zero ZQ-submodule N1 of
N which is contained in all H P Y . Let now Z be the set of subgroups H P SGpP,Nq such
that N1 ď H. By definition we have Y X Z “ H. Then for every H P Z, we have m1 P H
according to the above alternative. Since N1 is a ZQ-submodule, hence a normal subgroup
of G, the set Z is G-invariant and m1 P H for all H P Z, and thus the ZQ-submodule N2

generated by m1 satisfies N2 ď H for every H P Z. So every subgroup in SGpP,Nq contains
N1 or N2, and thus in all cases contains N1 X N2. Since N2 is non-zero because m1 ‰ 0,
we have that N1XN2 is non-zero since N is uniform. Therefore all subgroups in SGpP,Nq
intersect non-trivially, as desired. �

Corollary 6.11. Let G be a finitely generated metabelian group that is an extension 1 Ñ
M Ñ G Ñ Q Ñ 1, where M is abelian and Q is free abelian of rank d ě 1. Suppose that
there exists a submodule N of M such that N is uniform and CQpNq “ t1u. Then whenever
γ1, . . . , γd P G are lifts of generators of Q, pγ1, . . . , γdq is non-foldable. If moreover N is
torsion-free, then pm, γ1, . . . , γdq is non-foldable for every non-zero element m of N .

Proof. This is a direct consequence of Lemma 1.16 and Theorem 6.10. �

In the case of split extensions Theorem 6.10 also implies the following:

Corollary 6.12. Let G “M ¸Q be a finitely generated group, where M is abelian and Q
is free abelian of rank d ě 1. Suppose that there exists a ZQ-submodule N of M such that
N is uniform and CQpNq “ 1. Then for every faithful G-set X we have asdimpG,Xq ě d.

Proof. Theorem 6.10 implies that Q is a non-foldable subset of G. Thus the conclusion
follows from Proposition 1.23, since asdimpQq “ d. �
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6.2. First applications. We now proceed to apply Theorem 6.10 to some explicit families
of finitely generated metabelian groups. We will appeal to the following trivial lemma.

Lemma 6.13. Let Q be a finitely generated abelian group, and let p be a prime ideal of
ZQ. Consider the ZQ-module N “ ZQ{p. Then the following hold:

i) CQpNq “ QX p1` pq.
ii) N is uniform.
iii) the abelian group N is torsion-free if and only if pX Z “ t0u.

Proof. The annihilator of N is p, so the first statement is clear. The submodules of N are
the ideals of the ring ZQ{p. If I, J are non-zero ideals, then IJ ď I X J and IJ is non-zero
since ZQ{p is a domain. So N is uniform. The last statement is also clear. �

6.2.1. Wreath products.

Theorem 6.14. Consider the wreath product G “ A o Zd, where A is a non-trivial finitely
generated abelian group. Then Zd is a non-foldable subset of G, and if t P A is an element
of infinite order then Zd ¨ xty is a non-foldable subset of G. In particular:

i) If A is finite, then G has a Schreier growth gap nd.
ii) If A is infinite, then G has a Schreier growth gap nd`1.
iii) every faithful G-set X satisfies asdimpG,Xq ě d.

Moreover these bounds are sharp.

Proof. Set M “ ‘ZdA and Q “ Zd. Assume first that A is finite, and choose an element
s P A of prime order p. The ZQ-submodule N generated by S is N “ ‘ZdCp » ZQ{ppq.
The module N is indeed uniform by Lemma 6.13, and clearly CQpNq “ t1u. Thus we may
apply Theorem 6.10 conclusion of the theorem says that L “ Zd is a non-foldable subset of
G. The bound volG,Xpnq ě nd follows from Lemma 1.13 since fpG,Lqpnq » nd. This proves
part (i)).

Now assume that A is infinite and choose an element s P A of infinite order. Then
the module generated by s is N “ ‘QZ, a free ZQ-module of rank 1. It also follows from
Theorem 6.10 that the subset L “ Zd ¨xsy is non-foldable (in particular, so is the subset Zd),
and the claim on the growth follows again from Lemma 1.13 since fpG,Lqpnq » nd`1. The
claim on asymptotic dimension follows similarly from Proposition 1.23, since asdimpZdq “ d.

Finally we justify that these bounds are sharp. If the group A is finite, then the standard
wreath product action of G on X “ ZdˆA satisfies volG,Xpnq » nd (§2.1.1). If A is infinite,
then we may choose a faithful A-set Y with volA,Y pnq » n (see Proposition 3.2). Then the
action of G on X “ B ˆ Y , given by ppabq, b1q ¨ pb2, yq “ pb1 ` b2, ab1b2yq is faithful, and
volG,Xpnq » nd`1. Moreover in both cases the asymptotic dimension of the resulting action
is asdimpG,Xq “ d. �

Remark 6.15. Theorem 6.14 implies an analogous result when A is an arbitrary finitely
generated group, because any non-trivial wreath product G “ A o Zd contains a subgroup
isomorphic to either Cp o Zd or Z o Zd. However in this case the lower bounds obtained on
the growth might not be sharp.
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6.2.2. Baumslag finitely presented groups. Here we consider the extended family of Baum-
slag groups Λp,d from §2.1.2, where p is a prime and d ě 1. Recall that Λp,d “ Rp,d ¸ Q,
where Q “ Z2d and Rp,d :“ FprT1, . . . , Td, T

´1
1 , . . . , T´1

d , p1 ` T1q
1, . . . p1 ` Tdq

´1s. If we
denote t1, . . . , td, s1, . . . , sd a basis of Z2d, then ti and si act on Rp,d respectively by multi-
plication by Ti and Ti ` 1.

The ring Rp,d is quotient of the ring ZQ » ZrT˘1
1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , T˘1

2d s by the ideal generated by p
and by the polynomials Ti ´ 1 ´ Td`i for i “ 1, . . . , d, which is a prime ideal. Hence Rp,d
is a uniform ZQ-module. Since moreover CQpRp,dq “ t1u, all the assumption of Theorem
6.10 are satisfied. We obtain:

Theorem 6.16. For every prime p and every d ě 1, Z2d is a non-foldable subset of G “
Λp,d. In particular G has a Schreier growth gap n2d.

We note that this lower bound is sharp because Λp,d admits a faithful transitive G-set
X with volG,Xpnq » n2d (Proposition 2.2).

6.2.3. Free metabelian groups. Let d ě 2, and let FMd be the fee metabelian group of rank
d, i.e. the quotient of the free group Fd by its second derived subgroup. If x1, . . . , xd are
free generators of Fd, then for simplicity we still denote x1, . . . , xd their images in FMd.
The group Q “ FMd{FM1

d is free abelian of rank d.

Theorem 6.17. Let G “ FMd. For every non-trivialm P G1, the pd`1q-tuple pm,x1, . . . , xdq
is non-foldable. In particular G has a Schreier growth gap nd`1. Moreover this bound is
sharp.

Proof. Recall that the Magnus embedding is an injective homomorphism from FMd to the
wreath product Zd oQ [Mag39]. From this it is easy to see that every non-trivial m P FM1

d

has trivial annihilator in ZQ, so that the ZQ-module N generated by m is free of rank one.
In particular CQpNq “ t1u and N is uniform. Therefore Corollary 6.11 applies and yields
the conclusion. The only thing that remains to be justified is the last claim. Since Zd oZd is
isomorphic to a (finite index) subgroup of ZoZd, the Magnus embedding implies in particular
that G “ FMd embeds in Z o Zd. Since the standard wreath product action of Z o Zd has
growth nd`1, by restricting to G we obtain a faithful G-set X with volG,Xpnq » nd`1. So
the lower bound nd`1 from the statement is sharp. �

6.3. Growth of actions and Krull dimension. We recall the following definitions.

Definition 6.18. Let A be a commutative ring with unit. The Krull dimension of A,
written dimpAq, is the supremum of the lengths of all chains of prime ideals of A, where
the length of the chain p0 Ĺ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ĺ pn is n. The Krull dimension of a non-zero module M
over A is defined as dimpMq “ dimpA{annpMqq.

We will need the following proposition proven by Jacoboni [Jac19, Prop. 4.2].

Proposition 6.19. Let Q be a finitely generated free abelian group, and M a finitely gen-
erated ZQ-module of Krull dimension k. Then one can find a subgroup Q0 ď Q and m PM
such that at least one of the following holds:
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i) Q0 has rank k ´ 1 and the ZQ0-module generated by m is a free module;
ii) Q0 has rank k and the ZQ0-module generated by m is isomorphic to FpQ0 for some

prime number p.

For a proof of the following, see [Jac19, §2.2.3].

Proposition-Definition 6.20. Let G be a finitely generated metabelian group, and suppose
G is not virtually abelian. If 1 Ñ M Ñ G Ñ Q Ñ 1 is a short exact sequence of groups
with M,Q abelian, then the Krull dimension of M as a ZQ-module is a positive integer that
does not depend on the choice of M,Q. This integer is the Krull dimension of G.

Theorem 6.21. Let G be a finitely generated metabelian group, and suppose that G is
not virtually abelian. If G has Krull dimension k, then there exists a non-foldable k-tuple
pg1, . . . , gkq in G. In particular G has a Schreier growth gap nk.

Proof. Note that if k “ 1 then there is nothing to prove because every element of G of
infinite order satisfies the conclusion. So we assume k ě 2. Write M “ G1 and Q “ G{G1,
and apply Proposition 6.19. Let Q0 and m as in the conclusion of the proposition, and let
N be the ZQ0-submodule generated by m. We choose lifts γ1, . . . , γd P G of generators
of Q0, where d ě 1 is the rank of Q0, and we denote by G0 the subgroup of G generated
by m and γ1, . . . , γd. Then we have a short exact sequence 1 Ñ N Ñ G0 Ñ Q0 Ñ 1.
Since the module N is uniform and satisfies CQ0pNq “ t1u since N is either a free module
or isomorphic to FpQ0 for some prime number p, we can apply Corollary 6.11. In case
N » FpQ0 we have d “ k and by the corollary pγ1, . . . , γkq is non-foldable; and in case N
is free we have d “ k ´ 1 and again by the corollary pm, γ1, . . . , γk´1q is non-foldable. So
in both cases we have found a non-foldable k-tuple, and hence the proof is complete. �

6.4. Torsion-free metabelian groups. In the sequel A is a commutative ring with unit.
The radical of an ideal I of A is denoted radpIq. Let M be a module over A. Given x PM ,
the annihilator of x is denote annpxq. The annihilator of M is denoted annpMq. A prime
ideal p of A is associated with M if there exists x PM such that p “ annpxq. We denote
by asspMq the set of associated prime ideals of M . We will use the following basic facts, a
proof of which can be found for instance in [Bou61]:

(1) If A is Noetherian and M is non-zero, then asspMq is not empty.
(2) If N is a submodule of a module M , every associated prime of N is associated with

M , and every associated prime of M is associated with N or M{N .
(3) IfA is Noetherian andM is a NoetherianA-module, then radpannpMqq “

Ş

pPasspMq p.
(4) If A is Noetherian and M is a Noetherian A-module, then there exists a series of

submodules 0 “M0 ĹM1 Ĺ . . . ĹMn “M such that each Mi`1{Mi is isomorphic
to A{pi`1 for some prime ideal pi`1, and asspMq Ď tp1, . . . , pnu.

Lemma 6.22. Let Q be a finitely generated abelian group. Let P be a property of ZQ-
modules such that the zero module has P, and P is stable under taking finite direct product
of modules, submodules, quotient modules, and extensions.
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Let M be a finitely generated ZQ-module that does not have P. Then M admits a
submodule N that is isomorphic to ZQ{p for some prime ideal p of ZQ such that N does
not have P either.

Proof. Consider a series 0 “ M0 Ĺ M1 Ĺ . . . Ĺ Mn “ M as in (4) above. So Mi`1{Mi is
isomorphic to ZQ{pi`1, and asspMq Ď tp1, . . . , pnu. Let i be the least integer such that Mi

does not have P. By the assumption on M such an integer exists, and we have 1 ď i ď n.
SinceMi admits ZQ{pi as a quotient module, we have annpMiq Ă pi. hence radpannpMiqq

is contained in pi. We claim that pi P asspMiq. Suppose for a contradiction that this is
not the case. Then Mi´1 and Mi have the same associated primes (because every prime
associated with Mi but not with Mi´1 would be associated with Mi{Mi´1 by (2), and
Mi{Mi´1 has pi as only associated prime since Mi{Mi´1 is isomorphic to ZQ{pi). So by
property (3) we deduce that radpannpMi´1qq Ă pi, and in particular I :“

Şi´1
j“1 pi Ă pi. Now

the module ZQ{I embeds in
śi´1
j“1 ZQ{pj . By the definition of the integer i, each module

ZQ{pj has P, and since P is stable under taking products and submodules, ZQ{I also has
P. Therefore, being a quotient of ZQ{I, the module ZQ{pi also has P, and finally so does
Mi as an extension of two modules Mi´1 and ZQ{pi that have P. This is a contradiction.
So we indeed have pi P asspMiq, and the statement holds with N “ ZQx, where x P Mi is
such that annpxq “ pi. �

Lemma 6.23. Let G be a finitely generated metabelian group, and assume that G is not
polycyclic. Choose abelian groups M,Q such that G is an extension 1 ÑM Ñ GÑ QÑ 1.
Then there exists a submodule N ofM whose underlying abelian group is infinitely generated,
and such that N is isomorphic to ZQ{p for some prime ideal p of ZQ.

Proof. M is a finitely generated ZQ-module, and the assumption that G is not polycyclic
is equivalent to saying that M is infinitely generated as an abelian group. The statement
follows by applying Lemma 6.22 with the property P equals “M is finitely generated as an
abelian group”. �

Theorem 6.24. Let G be a finitely generated torsion-free metabelian group, and suppose
that G is not virtually abelian. Then there exists a pair pg1, g2q that is non-foldable.

Proof. In case where G is polycyclic, Proposition 3.15 provides a subgroup H of G isomor-
phic either to H3pZq or Zk ¸ Z with k ě 2, such that H is a non-foldable subset of G. It
immediately follows that if g1, g2 are two non-trivial elements of H such that the subgroups
generated by g1 and g2 intersect trivially, then the pair pg1, g2q is non-foldable.

Now suppose that G is not polycyclic. Choose abelian groups M,Q such that G lies in
an extension 1 ÑM Ñ GÑ QÑ 1, and choose N as in Lemma 6.23. So N is isomorphic
to ZQ{p for some prime ideal p of ZQ, and N is infinitely generated as an abelian group.
This last property ensures that the rank d of Q{CQpNq is at least one. Let Q1 be a free
abelian subgroup of rank d of Q such that Q1 intersects CQpNq trivially. If m P N is a
generator of N as a ZQ-module, that Q1 intersects CQpNq trivially is equivalent to saying
that no non-trivial element of Q1 centralizes m. Let g1, . . . , gd P G be lifts of generators
of Q1, and let G1 be the subgroup of G generated by m and g1, . . . , gd. The group G1
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lies in a short exact sequence 1 Ñ L Ñ G1 Ñ Q1 Ñ 1, and we denote by N1 Ď L the
ZQ1-module generated by m. The annihilator p1 of m in ZQ1 equals p X ZQ1, and hence
is a prime ideal of ZQ1. Moreover Q1 acts faithfully on N1 because no non-trivial element
of Q1 centralizes m. So the ZQ1-module N1 satisfies CQ1pN1q “ t1u and N1 is uniform by
Lemma 6.13. Therefore we may apply Corollary 6.11 to the group G1. Since N is torsion-
free, the conclusion says that pm, g1, . . . , gdq is non-foldable in G1. A fortiori pm, g1, . . . , gdq
is also non-foldable in G. In particular the pair pm, giq is non-foldable for all i, and we have
proved the statement. �

6.5. Finitely presented metabelian groups. In this section we show how our results
from §6.1, combined with results of Bieri and Strebel, provide the existence of expansive
pairs in finitely presented metabelian groups.

Let Q be a finitely generated abelian group, and M a finitely generated ZQ-module.
Following Bieri–Strebel [BS78, BS80], for v P HompQ,Rq we denote by Qv the set of q P Q
such that vpqq ě 0, and by ΣM the set of v such thatM is a finitely generated ZQv-module.
The module M is called tame if HompQ,Rq “ ΣM Y ´ΣM . The main result of [BS80]
states that if G is a metabelian group and 1 ÑM Ñ GÑ QÑ 1 is a short exact sequence
where M,Q are abelian, then G is finitely presented if and only if M is a tame ZQ-module.

We record the following properties, proven in [BS80, Proposition 2.5].
(1) A submodule of a tame ZQ-module is tame.
(2) If G is a tame ZQ-module and R ď Q is a finite index subgroup of Q, then M is a

tame ZR-module.

Theorem 6.25. Let G be a finitely presented metabelian group that is not virtually abelian.
Then there exists a pair pg1, g2q that is non-foldable.

Proof. The polycyclic case has already been treated in Theorem 6.24, so in the sequel we
assume that G is not polycyclic. Choose abelian groups M,Q such that G is an extension
1 ÑM Ñ GÑ QÑ 1, and choose N as in Proposition 6.23. Since the group G is finitely
presented, M is a tame ZQ-module according to [BS80]. Therefore N is also tame by(1)
above. In the sequel we write Q “ Q{CQpNq, which is an infinite abelian group. Note N
is naturally a tame ZQ-module.

We first consider the case whenQ is virtually cyclic. We choose an infinite cyclic subgroup
Q1 ď Q of finite index such that no non-trivial element ofQ1 centralizesN . By (2) above, N
is a finitely generated tame ZQ1-module. Again by the main result of [BS80] the subgroup
G1 :“ N ¸ Q1 is finitely presented. According to Theorem A in [BS78] this implies that
G1 splits as an HNN-extension over some finitely generated subgroup of N . Since G1

has no free subgroups, this HNN-extension is necessarily ascending. In this situation by
Proposition 3.3 in [BS78] the torsion subgroup of N is finite, and hence trivial here because
N is isomorphic to ZQ{p for some prime ideal p. Therefore in this situation the group G1

is torsion-free. Since G1 is not virtually abelian, G1 falls under the scope of Theorem 6.24,
and the existence of a non-foldable pair in is thus guaranteed.

Now we consider the case where the torsion-free rank d of Q is at least 2. As in the
proof of Theorem 6.24, we choose a torsion-free subgroup Q1 inside Q of rank d such that
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no non-trivial element of Q1 centralizes N . We choose lifts g1, . . . , gd P G of generators of
Q1 to G; and consider the subgroup G1 of G generated by m and g1, . . . , gd, where m is
a generator of N as a ZQ-module. Repeating the argument from the end of the proof of
Theorem 6.24, we apply Corollary 6.11 to G1, and deduce that pg1, . . . , gdq is non-foldable.
This completes the proof. �

Corollary 6.26. Let G be a finitely presented metabelian group that is not virtually abelian.
Then G has a Schreier growth gap n2. If moreover G is torsion-free, then G has a Schreier
growth gap n3.

Proof. The first statement directly follows from Theorem 6.25. In order to prove the second
statement, we assume that G is torsion-free and follow the proof of Theorem 6.25. In the
polycyclic case, any faithful G-set verifies volG,Xpnq ě n4 according to Proposition 3.8 and
Corollary 3.9. Suppose now G is not polycyclic. We retain the notation N,Q,m, . . . as
above. In case Q is virtually cyclic, as in the previous proof we find a cyclic subgroup
Q1 of Q such that G1 “ N ¸ Q1 is a finitely presented subgroup of G which splits as an
HNN-extension over a torsion-free finitely generated subgroup of N . It follows that N is
an ascending union of finitely generated torsion-free abelian groups whose rank is bounded,
and that G1 is a group of finite rank. Hence in that case the conclusion is provided by
Theorem 4.14. In case Q has torsion-free rank d ě 2, we choose g1, . . . , gd P G whose
projections generate a free abelian subgroup Q1 of Q in which N has trivial centralizer,
and we obtain from Corollary 6.11 that pm, g1, . . . , gdq is non-foldable. �

Remark 6.27. When G is finitely presented and torsion-free (and not virtually abelian),
although faithful G-actions have growth ě n3 by Corollary 6.26, G does not always admit
a non-foldable triple pg1, g2, g3q. For example for the Baumslag-Solitar groups BSp1, nq »
Zr1{ns ¸ Z, n ě 2, it is not hard to see that for every triple pg1, g2, g3q, the map Z3 Ñ

BSp1, nq, pn1, n2, n3q ÞÑ gn3
3 gn2

2 gn1
1 , is non-injective. In particular no triple can be non-

foldable (Lemma 1.16).

7. Torsion-free solvable groups

Based on the results from the previous sections, we make the following conjecture:

Conjecture 1. Let G be a finitely generated solvable group which is virtually torsion-free,
and not virtually abelian. Then G has a Schreier growth gap n2.

The purpose of this section is to establish the following results:

‚ Conjecture 1 is true if G admits a nilpotent normal subgroup N such that G{N is
virtually abelian. This includes in particular solvable linear groups.

‚ Conjecture 1 is true under a strengthening of the torsion-free assumption on G, see
Theorem 7.9.

‚ Conjecture 1 is true if we restrict to actions with finitely many orbits, see Theorem
7.14.
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7.1. Nilpotent-by-abelian groups. First recall that we have proven in Theorem 6.24
that the above conjecture is true when G is a metabelian group. This has the following
straightforward consequence:

Corollary 7.1. Let G be a torsion-free solvable group, and assume that G admits a finitely
generated metabelian subgroup which is not virtually abelian. Then G contains an expansive
pair. In particular Conjecture 1 is true for G.

We recall the following:

Lemma 7.2. Let N be a torsion-free nilpotent group. If N is virtually abelian, then N is
abelian.

Proof. Let g, h P N . Since N is virtually abelian, there are m,n ě 1 such that gm and
hn commute. Then gmhg´m and h have the same n-th power, and hence gmhg´m “ h
since N is torsion-free [LR04, 2.1.2]. So h´1gh and g have the same m-th power, and again
h´1gh “ g. �

Recall that a group is nilpotent-by-abelian if G admits a nilpotent normal subgroup N
such that G{N is abelian. Corollary 7.1 readily implies the following.

Theorem 7.3. Let G be a finitely generated torsion-free group that is nilpotent-by-abelian,
and not virtually abelian. Then G contains a non-foldable pair. In particular Conjecture 1
is true for G.

Proof. By Corollary 7.1 it is enough to show that G contains a finitely generated subgroup
H which is metabelian and not virtually abelian. Let N be a nilpotent normal subgroup of
G such that G{N is abelian. If N is not abelian, then N is not virtually abelian by Lemma
7.2, and we can choose H to be a copy of the Heisenberg group in N (Lemma 3.6). If N is
abelian, then G is metabelian, and we take H “ G. �

Since solvable linear groups are virtually nilpotent-by-abelian by a theorem of Malcev
[LR04, 3.1.8], Theorem 7.3 implies:

Corollary 7.4. Let G be a finitely generated solvable linear group which is virtually torsion-
free. If G is not virtually abelian, then G contains a non-foldable pair. In particular
Conjecture 1 is true for G.

Remark 7.5. The above results are entirely based on the case of metabelian groups, proven
in the previous section. However in general the reduction to metabelian subgroups is not
enough to prove Conjecture 1. As we show in a separate work in preparation, there exist
finitely generated torsion-free solvable groups that are not virtually abelian and with the
property that all finitely generated metabelian subgroups are virtually abelian.

7.2. Lifting non-foldable subsets. The goal of this paragraph is to prove Proposition 7.8.
This result enables, under suitable conditions, to lift a non-foldable subset from a quotient
to a non-foldable subset of the ambient group. For solvable groups, this mechanism can be
applied inductively, and will be used in §7.3.
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We fix the following notation: G is a group that is an extension 1 Ñ AÑ GÑ QÑ 1,
where A is abelian and torsion-free. For r ě 1, we denote by Ar the intersection of all
subgroups of A of index at most r. The subgroup Ar contains pr!q-powers of all elements
of A, and hence is non-trivial. Note also that Ar is a characteristic subgroups of A. In
particular Ar is Q-invariant.

Lemma 7.6. Retain the above notation.
i) If H is a subgroup of G, then

QH,r “ tq P Q : pq ´ 1qAr ď Hu

is a subgroup of Q.
ii) The map SubpGq Ñ SubpQq, H ÞÑ QH,r, is equivariant, where G acts on SubpQq

by conjugation via the projection GÑ Q.

Proof. The fact that QH,r is a subgroup follows from the fact that Ar is Q-invariant and
the equality

pq1q
´1
2 ´ 1qa “ pq1 ´ 1qq´1

2 a´ pq2 ´ 1qq´1
2 a,

which holds for all q1, q2 P Q and a P A.
To see that H ÞÑ QH,r is equivariant, fix g P G and take q P QgHg´1,r. Using module

notation, that pq ´ 1qAr lies in gHg´1 can be rewritten as πpgq´1pq ´ 1qAr ď H. Now we
have

πpgq´1pq ´ 1qAr “ pπpgq
´1qπpgq ´ 1qAr

sinceAr isQ-invariant, so we deduce πpgq´1qπpgq P QH,r, or equivalently q P πpgqQH,rπpgq´1.
This shows QgHg´1,r ď πpgqQH,rπpgq

´1, and the same argument also shows that equality
holds. �

Proposition 7.7. Retain the notation from Lemma 7.6. Suppose that the group G is
an extension 1 Ñ A Ñ G Ñ Q Ñ 1, where A is abelian, torsion-free, and such that
A “ CGpAq. Suppose P is a finite subset of Qz t1u, and PG is a finite subset of G of
cardinality r such that πpPGq “ P , where π is the projection GÑ Q. Then:

i) QH,r P SQpP,Qq for all H P SGpPG, Gq.
ii) If

č

LPSQpP,Qq

L ‰ t1u ,

then
č

HPSGpPG,Gq

H ‰ t1u .

Proof. By Proposition 5.3, for every H in SGpPG, Gq there exists g P PG such that pπpgq ´
1qAr ď H. This means that πpgq P QH,r. So we have QH,rXP ‰ H for all H P SGpPG, Gq.
Since H ÞÑ QH,r is equivariant, this implies that QH,r P SQpP,Qq for all H P SGpPG, Gq.
This proves the first statement. For the second, the assumption implies that there exists
a non-trivial element q such that q P QH,r for all H P SGpPG, Gq. This means that
pq´ 1qAr ď H for all H P SGpPG, Gq. Since q is non-trivial, pq´ 1qA is non-zero according
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to the assumption that A “ CGpAq. Since A has no torsion by assumption, pq ´ 1qAr is
also non-trivial. Since pq´1qAr is contained in

Ş

SGpPG,Gq
H, we obtain the conclusion. �

Proposition 7.8. Suppose that the group G is an extension 1 Ñ AÑ GÑ QÑ 1, where
A is abelian, torsion-free, and such that A “ CGpAq. Suppose that L Ă Q is a non-foldable
subset of Q. Let LG Ă G be a lift of L. Then LG is a non-foldable subset of G.

Proof. This follows by combining Proposition 7.7 with Lemma 1.12. �

7.3. Torsion-free Fitting series. Observe that if the successive quotients Ni`1{Ni in a
series t1u “ N0 E N1 E ¨ ¨ ¨ E Nk “ G are all torsion-free, then the group G is evidently
torsion-free. In general the converse does not hold, in the sense that some torsion-free
solvable groups do not admit a series with torsion-free abelian factors. The goal of this
paragraph is to prove Conjecture 1 under the assumption that the factors in the Fitting
series of G are torsion-free. Recall that the Fitting series of a solvable group G is defined
inductively by F0pGq “ t1u and Fi`1pGq{FipGq “ FitpG{FipGqq. So F1pGq “ FitpGq, and
the series eventually reaches G since G is solvable. The Fitting length of G is the least `
such that F`pGq “ G.

Theorem 7.9. Let G be a finitely generated solvable group, and assume that all successive
quotients Fi`1pGq{FipGq in the Fitting series of G are torsion-free. If G is not virtually
abelian, then G contains a non-foldable pair. In particular Conjecture 1 is true for G.

To prove Theorem 7.9 we need some further preliminaries. We will use the following
result of Lennox (see [LR04, 2.3.14]).

Proposition 7.10. Let G be a finitely generated solvable group, and H a subgroup of G
such that for every g P G there is n ě 1 such that gn P H. Then H has finite index in G.

Recall that by Corollary 7.1, in order to prove Conjecture 1, there is no loss of generality in
restricting to solvable groups whose finitely generated metabelian subgroups are all virtually
abelian. It is convenient to introduce the following ad-hoc terminology.

Definition 7.11. We say that a solvable group G is restricted if every finitely generated
metabelian subgroup of G is virtually abelian.

Proposition 7.12. Let G be a finitely generated restricted solvable group. Suppose FitpGq
is torsion-free. Then the following hold:

i) FitpGq is abelian and contained in the FC-center of G.
ii) If FitpGq is finitely generated, then G is virtually abelian.

Proof. By Lemma 3.6, every nilpotent subgroup of FitpGq is virtually abelian, and hence
abelian by Lemma 7.2. Now if N1, N2 are two abelian normal subgroups of G, then N1N2

is nilpotent by Fitting’s theorem, and hence abelian. So all abelian normal subgroups of G
commute, and hence FitpGq is abelian.

Now let a P FitpGq, and let H be the centralizer of a in G. If there is g P G such that
gn R H for all n ě 1, then a and g generate a non-virtually abelian subgroup of G, that
is metabelian because FitpGq is abelian. This is impossible by our assumption. So for all
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g P G there is n ě 1 such that gn P H, and hence by Proposition 7.10 the subgroup H has
finite index in G. So a has a finite conjugacy class, and FitpGq is indeed contained in the
FC-center of G.

Finally if FitpGq is finitely generated, then it follows from the previous paragraph that
CGpFitpGqq is a finite index subgroup of G. But for G is solvable, CGpFitpGqq is always
contained in FitpGq [LR04, 1.2.10]. So FitpGq has finite index in G, and G is virtually
abelian. �

Proposition 7.13. Let G be a finitely generated solvable group such that FitpGq is torsion-
free. If G{FitpGq admits a non-foldable pair, then so does G.

Proof. Note that the assumption that G{FitpGq admits a non-foldable pair implies that G
is not virtually abelian. If G is not restricted, then we can invoke Theorem 6.24. If G is
restricted, then A “ FitpGq is abelian by Proposition 7.12, and we have A “ CGpAq [LR04,
1.2.10]. Hence we may apply Proposition 7.8, which implies that any pair pg1, g2q that is a
lift of a non-foldable pair pq1, q2q of Q, is a non-foldable pair of G. �

Proof of Theorem 7.9. Recall that when G is not restricted, the conclusion follows from
Theorem 6.24. We argue by induction on the Fitting length `. Since G is finitely generated,
the case ` “ 1 corresponds to the case where G is nilpotent. Since G is not virtually abelian,
Proposition 7.12 says that in that case G cannot be restricted, and hence the statement is
true. Suppose now that G has length `` 1, ` ě 1. According to Proposition 7.12, we may
assume that FitpGq is abelian. If Q “ G{FitpGq is virtually abelian, then G is virtually
metabelian, and again the conclusion holds. Now if Q is not virtually abelian, then Q
satisfies all the assumptions of the theorem. Hence in that case we can apply the induction
hypothesis to Q, and the conclusion then follows from Proposition 7.13. �

7.4. Quasi-transitive actions. Here we prove Conjecture 1 in the special case of transi-
tive actions. Actually the same argument extends without much effort to quasi-transitive
actions. In the sequel we call a G-set X quasi-transitive if the action of G on X has
finitely many orbits.

Theorem 7.14. Let G be a finitely generated torsion-free solvable groups, not virtually
abelian. Let X be a faithful quasi-transitive G-set. Then volG,Xpnq ě n2.

The proof requires some additional ingredients.

Definition 7.15. A subgroup H of a group G is absorbing if for every g P G, there is
n ě 1 such that gn P H.

In the sequel, given f, g : N Ñ N we write fpnq ğ gpnq for the negation of fpnq ě gpnq.
Thus fpnq ğ gpnq if and only if lim infnÑ8

fpnq
gpnq “ 0.

Proposition 7.16. Let G be a finitely generated group, and N a normal subgroup of G
such that Q “ G{N is solvable, and denote pQ the projection of G to Q. Let X a G-set
such that volG,Xpnq ğ n2. Then for every x P X, at least one of the following hold:

i) N XGx is absorbing in N .
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ii) pQpGxq has finite index in Q;

Proof. Fix x P X, and suppose that NXGx is not absorbing in N . By definition this means
that there exists g1 P N such that gn1 R Gx for every non-zero integer n. We want to show
that pQpGxq has finite index in Q. According to Proposition 7.10, it suffices to prove that
pQpGxq is absorbing in Q since Q is a finitely generated solvable group. So we shall prove
that for every q P Q, there are n ě 1 and g P Gx such that pQpgq “ qn. Clearly it suffices
to treat the case where q has infinite order. Let g2 P G such that pQpg2q “ q. The subset
L “

!

gi2g
j
1 : i, j P Z

)

satisfies fpG,Lqpnq ě n2 since g1 P N and pQpg2q “ q has infinite
order in Q. Since X satisfies volG,Xpnq ğ n2 by assumption, by Lemma 1.13 it cannot be
the case that L is non-folded in X. Hence there exist pi, jq ‰ pk, `q such that Gx contains
g “ pgi2g

j
1q
´1gk2g

`
1 “ g´j1 g´i2 gk2g

`
1. If i “ k, then necessarily j ‰ `, and hence Gx contains a

non-trivial power of g1, which is impossible. So n “ i ´ k is non-zero. Since g P Gx and
pQpgq “ pQpg

n
2 q, we have obtained the desired conclusion. �

Lemma 7.17. Let G be a group, and N be a normal subgroup of G contained in the FC-
center of G. Let H,K P SubpGq such that there is a sequence of conjugates of K that
converges to H in SubpGq. If N ď H, then N ď K.

Proof. Let g P N , and let gG be the conjugacy class of g. Since N is normal and N ď H, gG
is contained in H. Since gG is finite, it follows that the set of subgroups of G containing gG
forms an open neighbourhood of H in SubpGq. Hence it follows from the assumption that
there is a conjugate of K that contains gG, which is equivalent to saying that K contains
gG. Since g was arbitrary, we have N ď K. �

Proposition 7.18. Suppose G is a finitely generated solvable group, and A is an abelian
normal subgroup of G contained in the FC-center of G. Let Q “ G{A. Let X be a transitive
G-set such that volG,Xpnq ğ n2. Then at least one of the following holds:

i) there exists a normal subgroup N of G such that N ď A, A{N is a torsion group,
and N acts trivially on X;

ii) there exists a finite index subgroup L of Q such that for all q P L, there is r ě 1
such that rpq ´ 1qA ď Gx for all x P X.

Proof. Note that since A is abelian, a subgroup B of A is absorbing if and only if A{B is
a torsion group. Let

SpXq “ tGx : x P Xu Ď SubpGq.

By Lemma 1.8, we have that volG,G{Hpnq ğ n2 for every H P SpXq. Hence we are in
position to apply Proposition 7.16 to the action of G on G{H, with N “ A. Suppose
that there exists H P SpXq such that the first alternative of Proposition 7.16 holds, that
is A X H is absorbing in A. Then for every finitely generated subgroup M of A that is
normal in G, there exists a finite index subgroupM 1 ofM that is normal in G and such that
M 1 ď H. Now since A is contained in the FC-center of G, the finitely generated subgroups
M of A that are normal in G exhaust A. Hence it follows that there is a normal subgroup
N of G such that N is absorbing in A and N ď H. Fix x P X. Since the G-action on
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X is transitive, SpXq is equal to the closure of the G-orbit of Gx in SubpGq. Since N is
contained in the FC-center of G, H P SpXq and N ď H, Lemma 7.17 says that N must be
contained in Gx. It follows that N acts trivially on X, and hence the first conclusion holds
in this case.

Hence in the sequel we assume that for every H P SpXq, the second alternative of
Proposition 7.16 holds, that is pQpHq has finite index in Q, where Q “ G{A. Observe that
for H P SpXq, since pQpHq is finitely generated, there exists an open neighbourhood U of H
in SpXq such that pQpKq ě pQpHq for every K P U . Since SpXq is a compact space, SpXq
can be covered by finitely many of these open sets, and hence that there is a finite index
subgroup L of Q such that pQpHq contains L for every H P SpXq. Fix a non-trivial element
q P L. We have that for every H P SpXq there exists h P H such that pQphq “ q. Since the
condition of containing h is an open condition, using compactness again we obtain a finite
subset P “ th1, . . . , hru such that pQphiq “ q for all i and every H P SpXq intersects P .
So P is confining for pH,Gq for all H P SpXq. So the conclusion follows from Proposition
5.3. �

Proof of Theorem 7.14. The case where the group is metabelian has already been treated
in Theorem 6.24, regardless of the number of orbits. This implies that if G is not restricted,
then the statement holds true. So in the sequel we assume that G is restricted. By
Proposition 7.12 the subgroup A “ FitpGq is abelian, and A is contained in the FC-center
of G. Let Q “ G{A.

Suppose for a contradiction that volG,Xpnq ğ n2. Let X1, . . . , Xm be the G-orbits in X.
We have volG,Xipnq ğ n2 for all i (Proposition 1.6), so we can apply Proposition 7.18 to each
Xi. Let X1, . . . , X` be the components that satisfy the first conclusion of the proposition.
So for all i P t1, . . . , `u there exists a normal subgroup Ni of G that is an absorbing subgroup
of A and such that Ni acts trivially on Xi. For j P t`` 1, . . . ,mu, there is a finite index
subgroup Li of Q such that for every q P Li, there is rj ě 1 such that rjpq ´ 1qA acts
trivially on Xj . Note that M1 :“

Ş

Ni is also an absorbing subgroup of A, and M acts
trivially on Yiď`Xi. Moreover since G is not virtually abelian, the group Q is infinite, and
hence L :“

Ş

Lj is non-trivial. Fix a non-trivial element q of L. Then we can find r ě 1
such that rpq ´ 1qA acts trivially on Yją`Xj . Since A is equal to its own centralizer in G
[LR04, 1.2.10] and q is non-trivial, we have that pq´ 1qA is non-trivial. Since A is torsion-
free, it follows that rpq ´ 1qA is also non-trivial. Hence if M2 is the normal subgroup of
G generated by rpq ´ 1qA, then M2 is non-trivial and M2 acts trivially on Yją`Xj . The
subgroupM1XM2 is an absorbing subgroup ofM2, and hence is non-trivial. SinceM1XM2

acts trivially on X, we have reached the desired contradiction. �

7.5. Higman-type extensions. In this paragraph we focus on the following specific class
of groups:

Definition 7.19. We call a group G a Higman type extension if there is a finitely
generated free group Fd and a normal subgroup N of Fd such that G “ Fd{N

1.
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So G is an extension of the group Q “ Fd{N by the abelian normal subgroup N{N 1.
Our choice of terminology comes from the article [Hig55], where Higman showed that the
group G is always torsion-free.

Proposition 7.20. Let G “ Fd{N
1 be a Higman type extension. Let L be a torsion-free

abelian subgroup of group Q “ Fd{N , and let L be a lift of L to G. Then the following hold:
i) L is a non-foldable subset of G;
ii) volG,Xpnq ě fQ,Lpnq for every faithful G-set X.

Proof. Let Σ be a finite subset of L, and P “ tg´1h : g, h P P, g ‰ hu. Note that ell
elements of P have a non-trivial projection to Q. We shall prove that there is a non-trivial
normal subgroup of G that is contained in H for every H P SGpP,N{N

1q. By Lemma 1.12,
this will prove that L is a non-foldable subset of G.

The subgroup M “ N{N 1 is a torsion-free abelian normal subgroup of G. Let r be the
cardinality of P , and letMr “ pr!qM . According to Proposition 5.3, for everyH P SGpP,Mq
there exists b P P such that pπQpbq ´ 1qMr ď H. Since πQpbq belongs to L and L is
abelian, it follows that if we set q “

ś

P pπQpbq ´ 1q, then qMr is contained in H for
every H P SGpP,Mq. Now since L is torsion-free abelian, the group ring ZL has no zero
divisors. Since πQpbq is non-trivial for every b P P , it follows that q is non-zero in ZL Ď ZQ.
Moreover according to [Pas75], M “ N{N 1 is a faithful ZQ-module. Hence qM ‰ t0u, and
since M is torsion-free we also have qMr ‰ t0u. Since qMr ď H for every H P SGpP,Mq,
this terminates the proof of the first statement.

By considering for every element of L a preimage in G of minimal word length, we see
that one can choose a lift L of L such that fQ,Lpnq » fpG,Lqpnq. Hence the second statement
follows from the first together with Lemma 1.13. �

Remark 7.21. The result from [Pas75] used in the above proof shows that if Q is not a
torsion group, then G always contains a copy of Z o Z. In particular solvable Higman-type
extensions satisfy Conjecture 1.

The previous result is most useful when the group Q is not too small. We illustrate this
for free solvable groups (compare with Theorem 6.17):

Theorem 7.22. Let G “ FSd,` be the free solvable group of rank d ě 2 and length ` ě 3.
Then G has a Schreier growth gap exppnq.

In the proof we will use the following easy lemma.

Lemma 7.23. Let Q “ FSd,` be the free solvable group of rank d ě 2 and length ` ě 2, and
let L “ Qp`´1q. Then fpQ,Lqpnq » exppnq.

Proof. Let x1, . . . , xd be the images in Q of free generators of Fd, and set c “ w`´1 P L,
where wi is defined inductively by w1 “ rx1, x2s and wi`1 “ rx1, wis. For i ě 0 we also set
ci “ xi1cx

´i
1 . The map from t0, 1un to L that maps pε1, . . . , εnq to wpε1, . . . , εnq “ cε11 ¨ ¨ ¨ c

εn
n

is injective, and wpε1, . . . , εnq has word length at most p|c|` 2qn with respect to x1, . . . , xd.
Hence the ball of radius p|c| ` 2qn contains at least 2n elements of L, and it follows that L
indeed has relative exponential growth in Q. �
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Proof of Theorem 7.22. We have G “ Fd{N
1, where N “ F

p`´1q
d , and Q “ Fd{N » FSd,`´1.

The subgroup L “ Qp`´2q is a torsion-free abelian subgroup of Q, and fQ,Lpnq » exppnq by
Lemma 7.23. Therefore the conclusion follows from Proposition 7.20. �

8. Additional comments and examples

8.1. Pointed growth of transitive actions. When X is a transitive G-set, there is
another natural notion of growth, called the pointed growth of the action. It is defined
by fixing a point x P X, and considering volG,X,xpnq “ |Sn ¨ x|. By transitivity of the
action, volG,X,xpnq is easily seen to be independent of the choice of x up to ». Clearly
volG,Xpnq ě volG,X,xpnq, and in general volG,Xpnq is strictly larger than volG,X,xpnq (see
the examples below). Here we would like to emphasize that in our setting the growth
function volG,Xpnq is more natural and better suited for our purposes than the pointed
growth. The first advantage of considering volG,Xpnq rather than the pointed growth is
that the latter only makes sense for transitive actions. Restricting ourselves to transitive
actions is not desirable here, for instance because it is not stable when passing to a subgroup.
On the contrary volG,Xpnq remains defined when passing to a subgroup and is monotone
under this operation (Propositions 1.6 and 1.7). Another advantage of volG,Xpnq is the
fact that it behaves nicely with respect to the topology on SubpGq. One illustration of
this is that our notion of non-foldable subsets, which by definition provides lower bounds
for volG,Xpnq (Lemma 1.13), has a simple reinterpretation in terms of confined subgroups
in SubpGq (Lemma 1.12). Another illustration is given by Lemma 1.8, which says that
volG,Xpnq decreases when taking a limit point in SubpGq. Here we also note that this
lemma fails if one replaces volG,Xpnq by the pointed growth (see Example 8.2).

The following simple examples also illustrate that the lower bounds obtained for volG,Xpnq
fail in general for the pointed growth.

Example 8.1. Let G “ Z o Z. Recall that volG,Xpnq ě n2 for every faithful G-set X by
Theorem 6.14. We claim that this bound fails for the pointed growth. Consider a pair of
generators s, t, where t is a generator of the base group Z, and s is a generator of lamp
group at position 0, and for i P Z set si “ tist´i. Fix an increasing sequence of integers
dk ě 1, and let H be the subgroup of G contained in ‘Z consisting of all configurations
f P ‘Z such that fpdkq P 2kZ. The action of G on X :“ G{H is easily seen to be faithful.
In particular volG,Xpnq ě n2. By contrast, we claim that if pdkq grows sufficiently fast,
then the pointed growth of the action of G on X, henceforth denoted vpnq, can be made
strictly subquadratic. To see this, let kpnq :“ maxtk : dk ď nu. Let g P G be an element of
word length |g| ď n. Then g can be expressed as g “ t`

śn
i“´n s

mi
i , with ` ď n and mi ď n.

Note that for each i, we have smii H “ H if i ‰ dk, k ě 1, and for every i of the form i “ dk
for some k we have s

mdk
dk

H “ srkdkH, where ri is the remainder of the euclidean division
of mdk by 2k. Since moreover the si commute, we have gH “ t`sr1d1 ¨ ¨ ¨ s

rkpnq
dkpnq

H. Counting
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possibilities for ` and ri with i ď kpnq, we obtain the upper bound

vpnq ď n

kpnq
ź

i“1

2i ď n2kpnq
2
.

For a fixed α ą 1, we choose dk “ 2αk
2 for all k. The above computation yields vpnq ď n1` 1

α ,
and hence vpnq ğ n2.

The following example was suggested by Yves Cornulier.

Example 8.2. Consider the Heisenberg group G “ H3pZq “ xa, b, c : ra, bs “ c, ra, cs “
rb, cs “ 1y. Recall that every g P G admits a unique decomposition g “ czbyax, with
x, y, z P Z. The word metric is given up to constants by |g| » maxp|x|, |y|,

a

|z|q, and as a
consequence the volume growth of G is volGpnq » n4 (see e.g. [DK18, §14.1.1]). Recall from
Proposition 3.8 that the group G is non-foldable, and in particular every faithful G-set X
satisfies volG,Xpnq » volGpnq » n4. Now let H be the cyclic subgroup generated by a. For
every g “ czbyax, the coset gH coincides with czbyH. If |g| ď n we have |y| ď Cn, |z| ď Cn2

for some C ą 0, so that there are » n3 possibilities for the pair py, zq. Hence the pointed
growth of the G-action on G{H is » n3. Note that since H is not confined, this example
also shows that Lemma 1.8 fails if one replaces volG,X by the pointed growth.

8.2. Connection with groups of dynamical origin. As mentioned in the introduction,
Schreier growth gaps provide an obstruction to the existence of embeddings between groups,
which has applications to the study of topological full groups. Recall that given an action
G ñ C by homeomorphisms on the Cantor set, the topological full group of the action is the
group F pG,Cq of all homeomorphisms of C that locally coincide with elements of G. This
notion was introduced (for G “ Z) by Giordano, Putnam and Skau, and further developed
by Matui, and has been studied extensively in recent years [JM13, Nek19, Nek18]. This
construction also encompasses many more specific groups studied in the litterature, such as
Thompson’s groups V and some generalisations, and subgroups of the group IET of interval
exchanges.

Despite various advances, it remains quite mysterious how the properties of the G-action
on C constraint the group F pG,Cq and its possible subgroups. Non-foldable subsets and
graphs of actions naturally fit in this setting due to the following basic and well-known
remark.

Proposition 8.3. Let G be a finitely generated group and G ñ C be an action on the
Cantor set. Then for every finitely generated subgroup H ď F pG,Cq, the identity map
CÑ C defines a Lipschitz embedding of the graph ΓpH,Cq inside ΓpG,Cq. In particular, we
have volH,Cpnq ĺ volG,Cpnq and asdimpH,Cq ď asdimpG,Cq,

Hence our results immediately provide restrictions on the nature of the solvable subgroups
of the topological full groups of various actions. Without being exhaustive, we point out
some simple illustrations.
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8.2.1. Topological full groups of Zd-actions. Matui showed that for every minimal action of
Z on C that is not an odometer action, the topological full group F pZ,Cq contains a copy
of the lamplighter group C2 o Z [Mat13]. By contrast, Theorem 6.14 shows that neither
Z o Z nor Cp o Z2 embed in F pZ,Cq. The case of Cp o Z2 solves Conjecture 2 from [Sal21].
More generally for every action of Zd on C, the groups Z o Zd and Cp o Zd`1 do not embed
in F pZd,Cq.

8.2.2. Brin–Thompson groups. Consider the generalizations nV of Thompson group V from
[Bri04]. It is not difficult to see that for the natural action of nV on the Cantor set C, the
graph of the action on each orbit is quasi-isometric to a product of n trees (see e.g. [MB18,
Lemma 11.10]). Thus ΓpnV,Cq has asymptotic dimension n. Hence Theorem 6.14 implies:

Corollary 8.4. The group nV does contain a wreath product A o Zn`1, with A ‰ t1u.

By contrast it is not difficult to see that C2 oZn embeds in nV . Hence this gives another
proof of the result [MB18, Corollary 11.20] that nV embeds in mV only if n ď m.

In the case n “ 2, Corollary 3.17 also immediately implies the following (that problem
was notably raised in [Zar]):

Corollary 8.5. Every polycyclic subgroup of 2V is virtually abelian.

8.2.3. Interval exchanges. Dahmani, Fujiwara and Guirardel studied solvable subgroups of
the group IET of interval exchanges in [DFG20]. It is well known that the natural action
of a finitely generated subgroup of IET has polynomial growth. One result of [DFG20]
is that every finitely generated torsion-free solvable subgroup of IET is virtually abelian.
They deduce in particular that this holds true for polycyclic subgroups [DFG20, Cor. 3.2].
The arguments in §3 provide a soft proof of this last result, since Corollary 3.9 implies
that every polycyclic subgroup of IET is virtually nilpotent, and hence virtually abelian
by [Nov09]. However we stress that the absence of torsion-free solvable subgroups in IET
[DFG20] cannot be proven relying only on considerations on growth (as torsion-free solvable
groups can admit actions of polynomial growth).
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